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Ret. Percy Stickney Grant mmm
as fouowt; '
"If 85 per cent of young men
enter college believing in Christianity and nearly all of them -have lost their faith on leaving
college, we are teaching Christianity in the wrong way."
Very likely hard fact of science are
in a way tnai cruwuai ui
taught
xIm
it mmt be remera- ii. wmA
however, that boys in their
...
a nf svartlv believe anything,
what has
They only take for granted
.
been tola tnem.
i-

medicine to
It takes long mentar
in a young mind
belief
religious
cplant a .11
A
of
said
the
country;
over
all
known
nan,
at the recent Lloyd George luncheon
.u-ai-

In New York:
Church
'Only the Catholic
tands between propertirandred -'
Prot,
radical confiscation. The when
its
power
lost
church
estant
is
ttitopped teaching that there
w actual biasing hell. Men need
to be frightened."
The gentleman is food Pnrtestant
and foes wougn u
it a
but he is dUcouraged.
'that fear of
is
honest,
of
Jtsot The American Federation
comes
labor, which is
again
o
etrongry and officiary
confiscation ox proper
High
JttereSrtreme radicalism. properacquire
wages enable men to owns
something,
ty. And when a man
-he at once objects to any plan for
lean
will
Capital
even!
Tiding
lies in mak-fo- g
parhaps, that its safetylittle
a
property
man
little
the
owner. A house paid for and a savmore
ings bank account will inspire
conservatism than any fear of hell.
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will teach freshmen to
n n V jIama Kilt
think,
H recalls the old saying about leading
;
a horn to water.
read,
"I write, not that jou mayMontet-Put
but that you may think."
that in his "Spirit of
taws" long ago. Socrates showed
when true thinking begins when he
aid he supposed he was called the
wisest of the Greeks Because ne anew
that he knew nothing .
.

. . u
. "Harvard
S

1
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cannot be taught, ex
actly. But it can be stimulated. When
the apple fell, that started important
thought in Newton. When Columbus
made he egg stand up that probably
made the spectators think for a few
seconds.'
But how long can you teach or proconcentrated
PROLONGED
voke
thinking? Select your subject, "mat
ter unlimited in Infinite space."time without beginning or end, or
"the logical probability of peraonai
Immortality." The average mind will
find it hard to stick .to one thought
for three minutes
,
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(Lords bur Liberal)
D. L. Hill, former president of the
lata lamented Lordsburg State Bank,
voluntarily presented himself before
Jttije Eyan last Friday in District
Attorney Fielder's office at Doming
and plead guilty to violating the
banking lswl of New Mexico,
It la said that he exonerated all
other officers and directors of the
bank, taking all the burden of blame
upon himself.
After considering the case from all
its angles, Judge Rysn gave him from
one to five years in the state penitentiary at Santa Fe, Sheriff Oscar
Allen conveying him hither, Friday
night Everybody appears to think
thst his giving himself up should have
a bearing on the case, but if one is
guided by street talk his sentence
should have been from one to a hun
dred years. Some ssy that his broken
physical condition indicatets a sufficient' punishment at the present time.
Some say his wife and child should
be considered, but most people will
agree thst Judge Ryan ia fully competent, to weigh all the facts in any
case that comes into his court and do
the wisest thing according to his best
judgment

.like.
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Wednesday night about 10 o'clock
John Kennedy committed suicide by
placing a pistol to his right temple
and shooting his brains out It is said
that he was suffering' with desponThe tragedy occurred at the
dency.
r,
home oi bis
Kitchen.
,
John Kennedy was 32 years of age
and single . He wss a memDer of the
order of Elkg end the Knights of
Cohunbus. . He enjoyed the distinc
tion of being the first of the Gallup
boys to volunteer bis services to his
country for the late World war.
It is said that he had been drinking to excess for several days and this
was the cause of his despondency.
When at himself, John was s gentleman, whole hearted and true blue
American, a loyal friend and good citizen. His untimely taking off was a
great shock to the family and to his
host ox mends.
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Ciprfeno Luccro
U

Here

Not Dead

Cipriano Lucero, well and favorably
know erstwhile business man of Gallup, after successfully
msrshaling
votes in the last State Democratic
convention , that brought about the
nomination of Jim Hinkle, is now in
Gallup looking after business interests. ' As an aftermath of Lucero's
success in the Democratic State convention, a report was sent out under
a Gallup date line', saying thst Lucero
and Joe Wiggins bad been lined up in
front of an adobe wall in Mexico and

KO KLUXERS

When old Germany finishes building the big Zeppelin ordered by this
country, the great Zeppelin plant
must be dismantled and destroyed.
Such are the orders of France. A
its
plant that the world needs for beprogress is to be made a Junk pile
cause it might mske machines for
war. It's natural for France to maintain her dictatorship In Europe and
protect herself against numbers,
wLUa she can. But,could not France
nersetf run that factory, or sell the
to be transported to this country? All nations share the burden
of rach wilful waste.
.
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intoxicated.
The court room this morning was
crowded with people, most of who
were up for trraffic ordinance viola
tions and speeding.
An investigation will probably be
made into the source of the liquor
which resulted in the arrest of Erma
Dodson, 17, and Velma Nixon 16, late
Saturday night at a dance hall here,
when the case is brought up in the
juvenile division of the district court.

The GalluD Hiirh School foot ball
team played Holbrook at Gallup, Oct.
in favor of
13, with a score of 19-Holbrook:
Oct 20, Fort Defiance, at
in favor
Gallic, with a score of 6,
of C.up.
;j ;
Tha followinsr are the future dates
for the Gallup team, and the matches
and places:
Oct 89, Menaul, at Ainuquerque.
at Eelen.
Oct 87,
Nov. S, Ft Defiance, at Ft De
fiance.
Nov. 10, Wrslow, at Winslow.
6,

Esi,

Jcins, at Gallup.
ft ZmcX
st L'oSrook.
at C;p.
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RUMOR BUILDS

THE SYDNEY WEIL ROAD
RECEIVES
ATTENTION;

'

BASIN OUTLET MAY GO
TO ALBUQUERQUE

BANK FAILS

(San Juan Review)

MONTANA
SHERIFF IS- ALTHOUGH BANK WAS IN The Review has repeatedly assertGOOD SHAPE WHEN ed that the Santa Fe company intends
SUES ORDERS TO SHOOT
decided to build a
CLOSED. WILL NOT RE and hag officially
ANY KU KLUXERS WHO
branch line into San Juan basin. WedOPEN
BUSINESS
MAY BOB UP
FOR
,
nesday's Durango Democrat published
BUTTE, Mont., Oct 22. His men
"have orders to shoot sny Ku Kluxer
who appears in Butte," Sheriff Larry
Dugan declared today after his men
had climbed the heights of the continental divide Saturday night to investigate a mysterious light which
observers reported appesred to be a
fiery cross, The sheriff said his men
saw evidences of a large fire within
a circle of smaller fires in an area
marked by numerous
o
foot-prin- ts.

Railroad State Bank
I

May Open Nov. 20

After the appointment of Frank
Mapel as receiver for the McKinley
County Bank, The Gallup Herald
made mention of the effort to
the bank, and that news item was
based on such information as we could
gather, mostly rumor.
Committees working on the plan
and proposition to
the bank,
or to bring sbout the organization of
another bank to take over the assets
of the defunct McKinley - County
Bank, have worked continuously and
now another news item is ripe, but
substantially the same as our first
news story of the project.
The name of the new proposed bank
will be The Railroad State Bank. The
president of the new bank will be a
member of the Brotherhood of Engineers, so it is stated. Members of the
Brotherhood .of Engineers will hold
51 per cent "of the stock, so. stated,
while local people, mostly depositors
of the McKinley County Bank, will
hold 49 per cent, as also stated. Local people are mentioned as directors
of the new bank, and the location will
likely be in the same place the McKinley County Bank building.
'
One of the main things of interest
about the bringing into existence of
tho new bank is the proposition to
pay depositors of the defunct bank at
least 75 per cent of their lepos its, nnd
that depositors are to be allowed to
draw out their deposits on a plan of
10 per cent per month.
The time for opening of the new
bank has been spoken of as November
re-op-

re-op- en

Mr. Kennedy Writes
Foot Ball
From Old Ireland
1923 Schedule

G-ll- u?

-

gutting it from.
Peres, who wss driving the car,
was fined $50 and given a 10 day susSena was fined
pended jail sentence.
$30 for riding with Perea and being

PLANS TO REOPEN

OF SHERIFF

shot. "
i Of course there were a number of
For seven marriages in the United radical Democrats in Gallup who rel
States there is one divorce. For ished the "sensational news" that
seven people of middle age one is sure
Cip. had been shot, especially so by
to e oi cancer. .
coupling him with the murderer Joe
worse
cancer
divorce
Some call the
Wiggins, but Cip. is still very much
than any other malignant tumor.
alive, and with promises to live thru
and
cancer
nndarRtood
at
i nn,
other State conventions.,
so
not
far Mr. Lucero
vorce we might find them
says that he never was
apart.
treated better by any people any
both
come
from
Both
ignorance,
where than by the people of Mexico
could be prevented.
while in that Republic, and that being
shot, with his face to an adobe wall,
:
of
the
wealth
fitatttlr nut the
was the last thing he ever expected
included,
United States, everything
,
to meet in Mexico.
a three hundred thousand million dolMr. Lucero does not know whether
,
lars. .,
Joe Wiggins is in Mexico or where,
Taxation assessment on New York neither does be know whether Wigthis
is
increased,
estate
V"
City's real
is alive or dead.
than one thousand millions. gins
year moreassessed
will be in Gallup for
Lucero
Mr.
New
York
of
vslue
The total
some time on this trip, and will be 20, 1923.
Is eleven billion and a quarter '. It
Gallup ever so often in a busimaking
We trust that no one will find obthe
total
would be possible, to guess
and any one who wishes to jections to anything mentioned in this
ness
way,
sevwesltb of the United States, with
w news item.
oe
so
eral cities that will soon be bigger meethim alive, be win : pieaseo
o
Los
is

now, Chicsgo,
than New York
Angeles, Seattle, Detroit, among
others. -

icated.
They said they did not know who it
was that bsd sold them the liquor.
"Everyone has it out there," they
said.. "You cannot tell who you are

so-call-ed

ROAD INTO BASIN

PLACING PISTOL
RIGHT TEMPLE

ninUnt

)

at.

Claim-

22.

.

peared in police court this morning,
and pleaded guilty to charges of
driving in an automobile while intox?

as
"Halloween, the evening of October 31,
being the eve or vigil of All Hallows, or Festival of All
Saints, which falls on November 1. It is associated in the
imagination with the prevalence of supernatural influences, and is really a relic of pagan times. In the north
of England, Halloween is known as Nutcrack Night. In
Scotland the ceremonies of the eve were formerly regarded in a highly superstitious light, and Burns' Halloween gives a humorous and richly imaginative presentment of the usual ceremonies as practised in Scottish rural districts in his day. : The principle object of curosity
in consulting the future was to discover who should be
the partner in life. Popular belief ascribed to children
born on Halloween the faculty of perceiving and holding
converse with supernatural beings."
From the foregoing authentic history of Halloween
we fail to find a single'excuse for tearing down sign
boards, tearing off yard palings, smearing show windows, or doing the things so common with the antics of
boys and girls on Halloween night.

IN A FIT OF DESPONDEN
CY, TAKES OWN LIFE BY

'

7

ing that they bought the "boose" at
a dance hall in Old Town Sunday
night E. Perea and Manuel Sena ap-

v
In order to furnish a little authentic history of Halloween, we have prepared from our "Americana," the

CO.TJTS SKCIDE SHOOT

step-fathe-

Oct

ALBUQUERQUE,

J01E1 KEIutEDY

--

October 27

GIRLS GET MULED UP AT
DANCE HALL i ARRESTS
MADE OF VOLSTEAD
HATERS

.;.

following:--

On His Birthday

C7 ALEUQUHQUE

Hallowe'en, no longer spelled with an apostrophe
between
the e'g (e'e), is a time looked for with a
(')
'spookey feeling, as well as for pumkin pie. In this country, and in this day and time, the young folks take advantage of the occasion and prowl about, donned with pillow slips and bed sheets, lighted pumkin shells, and the

sentenced

-
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Our old friend and fellow townsman, John Kennedy, writes from Ire
land and among other things, says
that he enjoys reading The Gallup
Herald, that The Herald is a credit to
Gallup and McKinley county, in fact,
a credit to the State of New Mexico.
Mr. Kennedy speaks of 'our late
President Harding in the highest
terms, saying that "May Heaven per
petuate the high ideais oi warren u.i
Hardin. He haa srone to his Msster,
but the principles advocated by him
will live on as long as time."
.
o
You would naturally expect a food- show girl to look good enough to oat
Columbus Dispatch.

SANTA FE, N. M., Oct. 22.- -A
plan to reopen the First State Bank
of Capitan, closed two weeks ago, has
been abandoned as the result of the
fire at Capitan recently which de
stroyed a store owned by George A,
Titsworth, president of the bank, an
other store and barber shop, accord
ing to State sank Examiner L. B
Gregg.
The bank was in good condition
when closed. It was feared, however,
in view of its connection with the Ex
change Bank, Carrizozo, which closed
a day earlier, there might be a run.
It ia claimed that, under existing
business conditions, it would not be
wise to reopen the bank, that the
country adjacent to Garnzozo and
Capitan is well supplied with banks.

George A. Kaseman
A Married Man
Thursday's Albuquerque Journal
carried a picture of George A. Kaseman and announced that he had been
married on Wednesday at Gettysburg, Pa., to Miss Anna Trexler. The
new Mrs. Kaseman is also of Albuquerque, where she is well known for
her work with civic organizations and

Mr. Kaseman
with the Red Cross.
is a wealthy and influential citizen
of Albuquerque, also owner of the Defiance Coal Company of Mentmore.
Albuquerque will continue to be the
home of Mr. Kaseman, and his many
warm friends of Gallup and vicinity
wish for Mr. and Mrs. Kaseman all
the happy blessings that can be granted to good people.
o

To Be Sold Here

That portion of Gallup on north
the Rio Puerco, known as
"squatter" land, is to be sold, accord-into information appearing in
Thursday's Albuquerque Journal.' It
stated that Hon. Justino Baca.
State Land Commissioner, is in Gal
lup this week for the purpose of sell
ing the land. This ooay oi iana nas
long been a bone of contention for
settlement. A number of attempts
have been made to have this land
sold that titles could be given "squat
ters." Before the value of that hody
of land had reached a high figure,
some years ago, Gregory Page attempted to have the matters settled
so that "squatters" could purchase the
lands upon which they nad ouut
homes, and at a very low price.
Every time such attempt was made
some hindrance was insniuieo, ana me
lands have now reached a high price.
It is hoped that "squatters" on the
lands may be able to purchase the
lands at reasonable prices, as the
"squatters" are entitled to the lowest
possible prices..
'
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For This County

Miss Helen B. Fenton of the Health
Bureau. Santa Fe. was here last Sat
urday looking to the
the services of a Kea urosi nurse xor
McKinley county, and we understand
that the nurse will be sent here at

an early date.
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"Squatter" Lands

Red Croia

the following:
"That the Santa Fe will build the
Southern outlet is as certain as the
coming of dawn, was the declaration
of E. L. Needley, of the Strater hotel,
upon hi return from a trip to Santa
Fe. where be attended the Navajo oil
land lease sale. He states that Vice
President Engel of the Santa Fe rail
way was in Santa Fe Monday night
in attendance upon a conference par
ticipated in by Attorney Ben Ritter,
Secretary Hall of the Durango Ex
change, Land Agent Fitzgerald of the
Los Aneeles Syndicate and other JLos
Angeles parties. Albuquerque inter
ests also were represented, and Mr,
Needlev stated that from what be
could aather there is a strong likeli
hood that the Santa Fe will take the
Albuquerque route in building from
here to the Pacific coast"
The "Albuaueraue route" referred
to by Mr. Needley, means that the
Santa Fe company has practically decided to extend the Weil road from
Cuba to the Hoeback oil field. 20 miles
hplnw Farmincton. and later on to the
coal mines in the southwest corner oi
Colorado either via La Plata valley
or the broad, easy grade canyon, ly
ing a few miles to the west, wont
on constructing the Weil road from
r.nha to the new oil field will probab
ly start within ninety days, while it
is generally Deneveu mat me v.
R. G. has already decided to extend
its line from Farmington to the1 same
'
point.
DURANGO REPORT
niirnni. Onlo.. Oct. 17. Final ne- gotions leading to the announcement
of the building oi tne aouuiern
GalluD
mm
... -Farminirtnn
o- I vnu vm,nrnirrAsRinir satisfactorily, accord
ing to Chas. E. Hall, Secretary of
the Durango Exchange, wno returned Tuesday nigth after a week's absence during which time he has been
conferring with Syndicate and Santa
Fe representatives.
He stated that Attorney B. W. Ritter proceeded to Los Angeles from
Santa Fe Tuesday morning, and wassin 4n nniv, AT. tha latter noint yesrAn sfrarnnnn. where he would Im
mediately - begin conferences which
are expected to be successiuiiy concluded, and which would permit the of-iMn onnnnnrpmpnt nf the buildinS of
road to be made about November 1.Mr. Hall stated that, in his opinion,
all the negotiations now taking place
tha mmt. friondlv and construc
tive nature, and with every one work
ing for the same objective, ne sees no
reason for anything but success.
. That tha
Santa Fa will build the
Southern Outlet is as certain as the
coming of dawn, was the declaration
nf E. L. Needley. of the Strater hotel,
upon his return from a .trip to Santa
Fe where be attended tne ixavajo ou
land lease sales.
Enrol
Ha irtarjM that
of the Santa Fe railway, was in Santa
Fe Monday night in attendance upon a
conference participated in by Attorney Ben W. Ritter, Secretary Charles
E. Hall of the uurango exenange,
Land Agent Fitsgerald 6f the Los
An- Angeles Syndicate, and other Loa
A lhlimiarnUA
interests
u1aa nartlaa
also were represented and Mr, Need- ne coma
ley states that from wnat likelihood
gather, there is a strong
th.t tha Ranta Fa will take tha Albu-cruerque route In building from the
Basin to tne racine coast..
,
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The birthplace of Theodore Roosevelt in New York City has been restored and on Saturday, Oct. 27th,
the 65th anniversary of his birth dedicated to perpetuate his ideal of Americanism. The complete Roosevelt
exhibit will be housed there.

Cancer Month to be
Observed Thru State
Dr. J. W. Hannett is in receipt of
a letter from the State Board of
Health, Santa Fe,- that "Cancer
Month" will be observed in New
Mttira tVnm NnvAmhar IK tn DpoAm- ber 15. The object of "Cancer Month".,
be publishmatter
is that educational
a
.a .
a
ed in local papers so tnat me puotio
mov haenma better acauainted with
-

...

most dreadful oi an diseases mat ai- flict the human family. During this
"Cancer Month," physicians, nurses,
Qfhnil

taanhoro.

minlatAra.

motion

picture theatres wfll assist in an educational campaign.
It is estimated
that every seventh person dies of can
cer.

Tr TTnnnptt hns been annointed
chairman fnr MrKinlpv eonntv. He
will organize the campaign and see
that tha fiillAst nnsnihln
be enlisted in the work of acqainting
ct
the public about cancer, now to
it and how to prevent it.
The Gallup Herald has been solicited to lend its influence in this campaign, and this support will be given
Dr. Hannett and his committee of
"
workers.
It ia tha claim nf tho meilic&l ON- fession that cancer can be prevented.
The proper education of the public as
to how to prevent cancer is the thing
We ask our readers to
needed.
watch for the publicity matter during "Cancer Month," November 15 to,
December 15.
ue-te-

Little Girl. Stage
Vaudeville Party

.,!,.,'..

I ti.l KnturHuu aftprnnnn at tha
home of Mrs. Lou Myers was staged
a varv tntAroatinir vaudeville nartv.
put on on and directed by the Misses
Oorinne Myetrs and ineima uriego
and Soterita Quinones. Those who attended pronounced it one of the most
amusing as well as one of the most

entertaining parties they ever witnessed. A number of little girl friends
of the entertainers attended, and were
hiirhlv nlaaaod with toe dancinff by
Miss Thelma Gricgo, the fish dance
by Miss Corinne Myers and tne special dances by Miss Soterita Quinones,
....i Athan nf tha nartv. To make
the party real, admission of ten cents
was charged, and the older people who
were present were- more wan paw
with fun for the price of admission.
With little. Thelma at the piona, tse
singing end dancing, in connection
with other stage settings, wde of tie
party a real vauieville. kiss E. 5i
Lurka, teacher of music and dr.r'-a,
was one among the nonorsa r.
-
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oat and bowl It's the wolf la kU.
Ur. and X!rs.L. T. Irkk have re
i
frre
i I n. Carl Ojre-- s PaW-- e at Cm turned from vacation spent in Colo 17 edenilsta.
W
for every dog. no matter bat bla
J
stater, lira.
Kuans,
attended by the Ladies Ur. Kike Eacon of the Gamereo of- - breed, has a straw of wolf la Mm. a
rirtr
; zU aaj Ori) CJub of Gibson, of fkw baa surchased a new five, pas- wolf harm been the far-of-f
father
members : senger PordL ToJIowIbb; sr
ef all nogs. Ami Just aa a reasonable
; t7asUrarn, Geo. Gardener,
Kiss Elisabeth Bryden and Mr. Ee auman being will oometlmei give way
LvntMrd, Joseph BraiSev, Ed. bei McCaafcell were initiated into the. to
primitive Instinct under the iofla---'uin, U. Line,
Soy Easter Star Monday Evening.
;v
ence of seme vloleM emotion so tbm
v.ae--s, eve-re-t
I a.
Un-r
mm
wood, Henry
aom win amainnaii.
on n incK ox uamerce waa
J
Mrs,
lies.
Hufrhie
Kettle,
Withers,
t,
afternoon.
vert to. -the savagery of his ancestor.
V. :Han, Cari Patridga, LUlian WU- - a Gibeon
. i n visitor Sunday
i
Vse IV
wvsai ine woll.
.m i
j auu mw
IH umwiii Aicunurr
t n.
i
KCLL YCVk
5
the
foot Exactly aa a ftian will oftes raise
EllMbeth Bryden attended
wm held Saturday afternoon. ball game in Qallup Saturday after sis need in unconscious Imitation of
rxty
S
time was pleasantly spent play- - noon.
sis caveman forebear, se your net doe
Edward McMuIlen spent
will at times snow the Instincts of his
B3 onoge ana later a delicious three Mrs.afternoon
on
in Gallup, calling
luncbeon waa served.
parent wolt Watch your dog turn
her many xnenos.
around and around before lying down
Mr. Wm. Fraser ia visiting st the
KX O'CLOCK DINNES
- before a Are, Just aa the wolf makes
and lira. Todd Ward of Nsva- - home of his daughter, Ka. Wm, HjmUlisten to aim bowl as
(Herald Correspondence)
"Hjtltlr:
kXlT-- 'r
Mr. Wm. Porter. n of Gamerco,
Mia
lf
Porter. IUMa Vwtmm
Mr. and Mrs. Peterson were goeate
GP"P
The K,ln
la nnl
M na Mf"..Mvisited the El Mono
2 fumy Black, Ben Thomas, Mr. and at the heme of their niece. Mrs. Gar
os Hi jtiorul Monujnent
ofmans
lira. Claode Ward and children of dener Davis, Friday evening at Gal
and
Ice Cave
w L TW7 909 pMe
o'clock dinner Saturday lup.
CaSnp
last Sunday including the following
.V'
before
his
man
selected to parties: Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Cregar
spring;
dvrniaf,
Ur Jm Forrerl has returned from
la pleasant vacation spent at Jemei ViKi
Fl Md family, Mr. and Mrs. Arch ig
1 raso, lezas.
! Springs and
AN ACCIDENT
V iL4 tfved si a bertson and family, Mr. tod Irs. Pal- Mrs. William Fraser left recently oog wbicb pointed and didn't spring mer Ketner and daughter, Martha,
Ob the large bridge near Gibson a
ber at alL. Tbe grerbound la another us--1 J. R. Willis. M. Castro. C. Castro.
car Baissed the bridge and tamed
for Trinidad. She intends to visit
'
tance; for his particular Job be need Tony ViUanuevO, Mr. and Mrs. B. W.
over in the arroya. There were many friends and relations.
Ford Jack, C. T. Tbrine,
live u tne car, among them were Mr. Miss Myrtle Bell was the fuest at ed little scent and little brains, but Carrington,
P. V. Archibeck and Mr. Leonard a sis o'clock dinner at the Washburn perfect eyesight and speed. By select w. F. Braley. H. C Hood and wife.
R. D. Bryden and family, H. W. Yer-si- n
Grober. No one waa serionaly injur- home in Gamerco Sunday evening.
ing only tnose dogs wblcn possessed
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
these
ed, sustaining- - only a few minor intbe
was
returned
qualities
present type
Mr. John Wall
Monday
Robert Masters, Mr. and lrs.
Pyke,
He
juries.
was
rescued.
But every dog, wherever be L.
afternoon from Trinidad.
Mrs. Harold Pmitt. Mr.
Ambrose,
lives
or whatever use man Is making and Mrs.
called on account of the death of an
Dietzman, Max
August
BIRTHDAY PARTY
Mrs. toward or mm, comes from tbe common Fain, Victor E.
Hubert
Mine Gladys Crolch of Gamerco, en- aunt. . His mother,
Bergstrom,
Wall accompanied him.
source, tbe wolf.
Earl Carrington, Miss
Crandall,
tertained a number of ber little
little
and
Bacon
Mrs. Mike
son,
Georgia
Taylor, Lillian Wadford,
friends at a birthday party Saturday
afternoon. The following little guents John, were visiting in Gamerco San- TOIL LONG ON BRIDAL GOWN Jack Ward, H. J. Rathbun, F. J.
E. G. Wamsley, Mr. and Mrs.
were preicnt: Barbara Martin, Ella day afternoon.
f
"v
J. K. Drinnon, and Mr. and Mrs. Har
Mrs. Flossie Frazer was visiting
May Crouch, Link Martin, Ruth
Mothers of Girls on Island in Dutch
ry Eames.
Brock, Junior Drake, Robert Drake, in Gallup Wednesday afternoon.
West Indies Work Six Years
H. H. Comer and C. F. Billings of
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hughes and
George Sibel, Adelade lerrel, Francis
on Dross.
Arkon, Ohio, and Philadelphia, visited
Alek, Alvena Alek, Jennie Alek, Gean children have returned from Denver.
the Ice Cave and Inscription Rock last
Banes, Delia Hanoi, Mary Ethel RoMr. and Mrs. M. Lane spent Thursweek. They are advertising men and
On
the
Island
of
In
the
Madura,
berta. Ellen Roberta, Willie Bonnel,
day evening at the home of Mr. and Dutch- - West Indies, tbe
girls marry writers,
Floyd Bonnel and Viola Olive.
Mrs. Ed McMuIlen.
The time was
Geo. O. Donnels' baby is not well
when they are very young. Twelve
spent playing "500
la the average when a girl takes at the Fallon home.
Mrs. Leota Alexander of Gamerco pleasantly
years
Gibson theatre on
Vers Bloomfield is working in the
is assisting Mrs. Joe Ferri at the The dance at the
tbe
of making a
l
Saturday evening was well attended borne. Inresponsibility were
at Bluewater.
Bewa stand in Gibson this week.
if
she
unmarried
fact,
Lula McDaniel has gone to Grants
many Gibson people,
Ur. Henry Brock of Gamerco has byMr.
st fourteen she would be considered aa to work and
go to school.
and Mrs. James Sneddon, Mr.
keen confined to his home with the
Hank Closson plowed 60 acres on
G ruber spent s very 'old maid."
and
Leonard
Mrs.
the
few
days.
griope
past
The bridal gown Is a very compll- his Zuni Mountain ranch and is now
The teachers' of the camps will pleasant evening recenty on a weinie
cateo, gorgeous ana valuable gar on a trip to AJbuquerque, taking Mrs.
serve a lunch at the dance Saturday roast.
silk being tbe base Gene Lnmbson of Tboreau with him.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Pitts of Gal- ment,
evening, and the proceeds will go for
of tbe wedding dress.
Crockett Brothers are gathering
This Is only
new victroia and records.
were
the
lup
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
steers for delivery.
Joe Brock and Milton Drake went Johnny Pitts at a six o'clock dinner tbe start
L. E. Hatley and Jack Wilson are
After this beautiful material baa
out to Simpsons Lake Monday even Saturday evening.
been woven there comes the tedious, delivering steers st Tboreau tnis
ins; duck hunting.
G. C. Bottenberg left Wednesday
lira. Tom Wilson was taken back aiiernoon xor bong Beacn, Calif. He One work of embroidery. Thousands week.
R. H. White made a business trip
to St. Marya hospital the first of the intends to make
his home there for of tiny stitches are taken and the into the Sierra Zuni last week.
most beautiful colors are worked into
week, and ber many friends are hop-IB-S' the winter.
C. H. Kelsev and Ashcroft Broth
for a speedy recovery.
Mr. Webb Ashton has taken the the Bilk.
are gaMrs. George Gardener was a Gal- position of Mr. Bottenberg at the Even when the gown is at this ers, as well as Bond Brothers,
from the Indians for
sheep
thering
caller
Monday,
lup
weaver oince.
construction It is quite a delivery this week.
Albert Henderson of Gamerco baa Mr. Tom Doolev's mother, who has stage of and
affair. But the
gorgeous
The Navajos have now three chiefs
bis
been confined to
home the last few been spending a few weeks at his final decorationimposing
has not been started or tribal advisors, Jose Martin ano
days on account of sickness.
home, nas returned to her home in
Charley Coio being added to help Pe- ..."
Mrs. Dan King of Crown Point Gallup.
addtaga guide the destinies of the local
at the home of Misses Ethel Pittman, Mary Sue ed.Now comes the gold which is waist
pent the week-en- d
bunch of Navajos who number about
Into tbe skirt, around the
her sister, Mra. L W. Inck of Gsm Alexander and Mary Brown attended
300 in all. Jesse Johnson is stockman
and
over
tbe
ehoolders
are
erco.
appllqued
picinc given for the Domestic
Mr. and Mrs. Robt. Bryden and Science Girls between Gibson and very beautifully, filigree designs of and has chage of this group for the
s
government.
band beaten gold.
and
Sun
airs.
air.
Marry Hood spent
Gallup Friday evening.
Oetavino Mares waa united in msr- Mrs. Lillian M. Wilson of WhiteIa Madura It takes many s mother rlaee to Miss Beatrice Valdes of Xi
day at the ice caves.
Harold
6
of
Rathburn
Mr.
No.
of water spent the week end with her all tbe spare hours of six years' to
fice has been ill for the past few days daughter Mrs. L .M. Kuhns, of Gib- - make one of these gorgeous wedding naja. Father Robert performed the
ceremonv.
Many people took in tbe
out ia aois to be on duty again.
eon.
dresses. Pesrsoo-- s Weekly.
wedding baile held at Tinaja.
Miss Elizabeth Bryden spent the The Misses Mary Thorne. Rometa
Mrs. Jacob Hamblin, Mr. Neal, Mr,
week-en- d
with her friend, Miss Ollie Coster, and Mamie Gunton are giving
were up from St. Johns, Ariz
Piatt
Heel
.
The
Test
Ward of Gallup.
a liolloween dance at the Gamerco
ona, on cnurcn Business, coming ta
Clarence Uhland. Roy Woods, Lon-I- s school house Saturday evening.
was
Tbe disconsolate-lookintramp
miaalonariea last Sunday.
Kuhns, Harold Byrd formed a very
Mr. Dan King returned to her home sitting with his back to tbe hedge, eat- Rev. Powie of the Episcopal cnurcn
aleaaant auck Bunting party Batur- at Crown Point
Tuesday eveninr
log some food out of a piece ef news of Gallun
held services st Raman
afternoon.
Sun
returned
They
day
Miss Cecil Barnes of Navajo, who paper.
Sunday.
was
day.
married to Mr. Edward
o-Preseotly a woman, out for a stroll
Dr. and Mrs. Washburn and Mr. bore, recently
bad a very pleasant surprise with
came
Tbe
ber
pet
along.
dog,
Mrs.
and
L W. Irick took in a picture Wednesday afternoon in form of a
Mttle animal soon scented the food,
show at Gallup Thursday evening.
shower, celebrating her recent nup-tJ
and Immediately ran op to the tramp
Mrs. Boh Logan of Gamerco who is uau.
sad tried to take something out of the
paper. The tramp's grimy face immeDETROIT, Mich; Oct. 22v How
the trend 01 sentiment is
diately became suffused with a smile, rapidly
toward the use of lighter
which the lady put down In her own swine-ins-mind aa "rather nice in that sort of a motor car equipment, in order to more
THE NEW V
satisfactorily meet present dsy traffic
person.'
is emphasised in the treconditions,
"Shall I throw the little dog a bltT mendous increase
in sales of the Ford
asked, the tramp, as ber pet still sniffed Motor
the first
for
Company
N SEDAN
at the food.
of the present year.
with
Tbe woman was much gratified
An analysis of these sales shows
mis Bppearance of kindly Interest and that the sentiment is not alone among
gave ber assent The tramp seized the passenger car buyers but extends to
doe by the scruff of its neck and commercial car purchasers who are
haul-air- e
tossed it over the bedge, remarking :
finding that the smaller motor
unit effects more efficient, speedy
'And If be comes bark, ma'am, I
and economical delivery service.
might throw him a bit morel"
Sale, of Ford cars and Trucks in
the United States for the first nine
;
months of the year totaled 1,354,020, I M
Boy Couldn't smile Properly.
He had always been s courteous and it is Just announced. Tnis is. an in 8 '
over the same
obliging elevator boy, and so one morn crease- - of 466,433
a
month of 1922.
ing wben, Instead of sppearlng on duty
In September alone, 141,467 Ford 8
In the passenger elevator In the front
cars and trucks were delivered at rehall, he was found operating tbe service
a train of 36.029 over September
one In tbe rear, pne of tbe tenants In tail,
last year, while truck sales lor tne K
sisted upon knowing the reason.
or 4Jc9 more than S
month were
"Why, what's tbe matter?" she asked in the lame month a year ago.
If
been
de
be had
blm, determined
moted for some supposed fault she'd
President
do her best to have him reinstated.
public has bam eaphidc ta ks approval oi the
He smiled an amiable yet startling
Mothers
raaMlorfng
Door Sedan. In all parts oi lbs country its
w
smile. His mouth was devoid of teetb.
brooch the ctr b
sryttth ippiaraucs and tevfeinf iiKarior have
"Tub see, It's like this," he explained.
' "
stiocly
gvs dtaand.
"I was to the dentist's yesterday.
Now, at Its roducsd price. It pi iss a wow cotapriUm valuedian
?I
yftwoatti
pointing to bis toothless gums. "And
ever. Although boa Lootii, roomier, cmwt ridtn. It k baud
I reckon I ain't no pretty sight to be
si ioity dollars less.
greetlo' people st the front door. But
CdC3fC3 1, b.
yuh Jee' wait till 1 gets my new ones."
Fold tlltt at this
Thtasood
and
f
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Ths Industrial Expmiica

11

of any community and the profitable employment of it) workers depends upon the'
quality of banking; service which it enjoys
and the amount of Capital which its Thrift
has made available.
The Gallup State Bank has contributed
largely to the prosperous development of
Gallup not only because it supplies commercial banking-- service of the best type, but
also because it pays interest at the rate of
FIVE PER CENT and which encouraged systematic thrift. All deposits made on or before the fifth of the month draw interest
from the first,
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ANNOUNCEMENT
New

Fall and Winter Shape in

VELOUR and SOFT FELT HATS

Many Beautiful Patterns
Hand-mad- e
Center pieces, Towels, Guest Towels,
Tatting By the Yard, Tatty Baby Caps

hr-te-

HEMSTITCHING and PIC0TING
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION
.

hand-wove- n

SUMMERS MILLINERY
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We Take Pleasur la
SERVICE-PLU-
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FOOD-PLU- S
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Fish

Oyitera Any Style
Fruits Vegetables
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CAFE
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Luaea er Supper
Can
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Ford Cat Sales
Increase
On

CITY MARKET
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BEST CORN FED PACKING
HOUSE BEEF, PORK, VEAL
MUTTON AND CHICKENS
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I

WE SELL COUPON BOOKS AT
10
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War
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Ta urn caw se obuhttd laVawg i
tht fori Wttkly Pmrtkau Pitn.

CAIUIINGTON MOTOR COMPANY
GALLUP, NZW MEXICO

Mrs. Benedict Arnold a Belle,
The wife of Benedict Arnold, tbe
traitor, who sought refuge in England,
was a reigning Philadelphia belle, and
the toast of the British officers while
their army was la that city. "The ex
travagance of Arnold produced tne
want of money and probably tbe pred
ilections of tbe wife, for what was
splendid In tbe British army influenced
tbem both to forget home and country
for a great but Illusive hope,
An account ia the London Spectator
la 183S aald that the two sons of Ar
noldJames B. and William F. then
middle-age- d
men, were living In Eng
lira. H. H Ucritwr" f
land ; and that each of tbem received a Qtv is the ne aniulm- - if......
f ih
tbe
61
British Nstioml War liothers of America.'
a year from
pension of
s
News,
g!nernmeat---Detrohave beta mowi to

f
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I Will Open Again on Monday,

Oct 29, Better
Prepared than ever For all Kinda of

Threat

ss9tteb

With New Machinery and New Equipment and
New Stocks of Goods, I Guarantee Better
Service Than Ever
I Want to See all My Former customers and
Ask That You Tell Your Friends That

F..A. IIAZZA
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Americans today gas
the' chair Is the
Cheese, la Wise, once court
Fleet street, which la supposed
have hew ala throne. The fact that
there Is do evidence to ahow that Johnson ever runted the Cheshire Cheese
Is of not the slightest Importance,
wherever it was, dogoeattcslly he took
the chair, andT aa there was no dub or
tanlaatlM la his day ho constituted
himself president, corresponding secretary, board of directors and chair
man of the house committee.
When
he began to growl complaints ceased.
Perhaps, regarded strictly as a man
of letters, the doctor has been some
what overrated by posterity. The fa
moua dictionary, at best, was a pon
derous labor, and no one now Is likely
to read for pleasure "Rasselas, Prince
of Abyssinia."
But were he alive to
day, what, on Ideal chairman of the
handicap committee of a golf club he
would wake. New York Herald.

PLOT

Loyalists Planned to End Revolution
ary War by Murder or Capture

of Leader.

What

Is

was

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
220 COAL AVENUE

emors of M states and territories.

was -- agreed on only
after four hours and a half of oratory.
during which three governors, Al
Smith, democrat of New York and
Albert A. Ritchie, democrat of Ilarr
land, denounced the Volstead act and
informed the president and their col
tongues, that, in their opinion, the
law was not enforceable and ahould
The program

be

changed.
Governor

C

Snag

Bir? Dayo and Niflhto (g
American Legion Fall Festival
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was an old custom of "touching for the king's evil." In the "Chronicles of the Kings of England" one Is
told that the practice of touching for

There

mmmm

the king's evil (a kind of scrofula) had
Its origin In England at the time of
Edward the Confessor. A young married woman was ordered in a dream,
one reads In a simple old Saxon story,
to go to the palace and touch the
king. Joyous health followed. It was
held that the cure proceeded from
hereditary virtue In the royal line.
Then, there have been sycophants la
England for. a long, long time.

Special cars of amusement

.

Attractions

,

SftSflli Performers

Ancient Days.
goes back to the earliest known time. It waa s branch of
the early picture-writinpracticed by
lavages. In Tahiti,, for Instance, the
natives were able to make fairly good
maps for the guidance of explorers.
Maps with raised lines were in use In
Pert before the conquest. The
map is that of the Ethiopian
Msde Maps In

Map-makin- g

g

Military Bands

oldest-know-

0

Savings Accounts
Given away as Gate Prize

;

n

dating from the time of
Sethos L the father of Rameses II,
long before the time of Arlstagoras
and his broose tablet, on which were
inscribed the circuit of the earth and
all the seas and rivers then known,
gold

;

One given away each night

Cameron.

-

deinocra.
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THE
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'

'

alter-nativ-

the Poor Man's Orchid.
It was the iris of which ' Rusk la
wrote that It "has a sword for its leaf
and a Illy .for Its heart." It Is the iris
s
that la known as the
of
France. In Greek, from whence it
came, the name means rainbow. In
the United. States It Is often spoken of
as the poor man's orchid. There are
fully 100 species In cultivation, with
varieties almost without number. The
flowers of different clnimn An iint all
bloom at tho same time, however; h
choosing different kinds It Is possible
(0 nave 1 long season,.
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J. C

PHIKEY

COMIY

PLACES ORDER FOR 660,000 SUITS

GREATEST UNDERWEAR ORDER EVER MADE

The purchase of 660,000 nainsook

suits of underwear by the J. C. Pen- nev Company recently is believed to

the largest single order of its kind
ever placed in this country. The or
der calls for suits of athletic type, to
be delivered in the spring of 1924.
The significance of this order does
not lie primarily in the fact of its
great quantity, nor in the further fact
that the J. C. Penney Company is the
in the
largest chain department-stor- e
world, operating lour hundred and

be

stores throughout the
United .States. The signitiacnce oi
the order lies in the fact that the J.
Penney Company has the buying
power to puce before tne puonc,
enormous quantities oi mercnanaise
and to share with the public the benefits that accrue to it through large
quantity of purchases.
HAS NATIONAL REPUTATION
The J. C. Penney Company has a
seventy-fiv- e

w

me

reyuwiiiuu

of service, then, lies in
placing in the hands of the customer
the benefits of the complex activity
of organized buying and all that it
stands for. The price and quantity
buying go
PENNEY POLICY STATED
It is not the policy of the J. C.
Penney Company to buy as low as
possible and to tack on as much profit as the transaction will bear. A
reasonable compensation for the service rendered, is the rule of the company. These two factors of service
and price insure quality, for the lines
of merchandise carried by the J. C.
Penney Company are household and
family necessities, and to provide
these to the four hundred and sevecommunities in which. the
nty-five
J. C. Penney Company stores operate,
is to contribute a definite economic
saving to the operations 'of thousands
of homes.
,.
It has ever been an axiom of the J.
C. Penney Company that its one great
asset is its good, name.
permanent
M
t wis
lt . eno,. me
company nas.w
evidence

(FROM FINANCE AND
COMMERCE OCT, 1923)

uuhi iwi

vk

business methods and for the super-- )
ior tvDe of merchandise it handles. As
the above incident makes clear, to
buying power permits reasonable
prices and unusual quality for the
price. Another element in operating
economy which reflects to the retail
purchaser in saving is standardized
handling of the merchandise.
In all the twenty-on- e
years of its
business activity, the J. C. Penney has
emphasized three things, and has
never Remitted them to lower in
standard: Service, price and quality
of merchandise.
What ir characteristic of J. C. Pen-- .
ney Company service T
MANY BENEFITS SHOWN
First of all, the customer at the
counter of the J. C. Penney Company
store is not dealing with the buying
power, of a single retail store' unit
but, as we have pointed out above, she
is obtaining through the channel of
unit all the
that single retail-stor- e
benefits that accrue to an organization doing millions of dollars worth of
gTosi business annually. The first
.
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prom upon me individual
And, in order that the
of the company, may be

transactions.
good-wi- ll

established in confidence and understanding, it has, from the very beginning, pursued a policy of manager
and employee training that is unique.
THE PERSONAL TOUCH
The effort is to make the local store
personnel thoroughly capable to present merchandise in an honest and
understanding manner as to its manufacture and quality, and to be of the
most practical assistance to the purchaser. It is the rule of the company
not to oversell the customer, but to
cooperate with the customer in making the wisest possible distribution of
the family income devoted to its lines
of merchandise. It is the aim and
ambition of the t, C. Penney Company to serve the public in tne pub
lic's interest, and to that end the most
intelligent service on the part of its
local personnel is in constant aim.
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' Minnesota,' came
s to
visit
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Washington,

call on the President,
and look over his new

' "field" of action at the
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Responding to this sentiment Pie
sident Ooolidge told tho governors
that tho prohibition law and the
amendment conferred - joint powtra
upon federal and state governments
in the matter of enforcement.
"Neither the eighteenth amendment
nor the prohibition act, undertakes to
relieve the states of their responsibility relative to intoxicating liquors,''
the presdent said.
"But on the other hand, the amend-me- nt
confers jurisdiction upon them
and tho prohibition act authorises
state and local prosecuting attorneys
to bring proceedings in any court
having equity powers in the name of
.
.i
the United States.
"The constitution and the laws are
perfectly plain, and are binding alike
upon all inhabitants."
Mr. Coolidge declared there must
be closest cooperation between na
tional and state officers in enforcing
the dry law.
"It is the constitution which we
have given our oaths to support tho
constitution wnich requires or too
president that he 'he shall take care
that the laws are faithfully executed'
and the state constitutions lay a aim-ilir obligtions upon the governors.
"There is, and can be, no question
about the duty of executives to enforce them with such instruments, and
bv such means, as the law provides
for enforcement They have no ' '

law enforcement rested personally
ubon state executives Mttor than to
tho law itself.
The program was presented to the
governors by President Coolidge himself. All of the governors agreed on
on it. It consisted of six ponits:
1. Coordination
of all federal,
state and municipal forces. .
2. Call upon the press to sup
port prohibition law enforcement,
stress law observance and treat the
enforcement program commensurate
with the gravity of lawlessenss.
3. Call conventions 01 municipal,
county and state enforcement officials to adopt a program for the state,
the federal department 7 pledging
every possible support.
4. Call unon prosecuting attorneys
to confer on this program, pledging
every support.
6. Adoot
practicable means to
cause lawless citizens and aliens to
resnect the majesty and simplicity of
the law and the agencies enforcing it "This is not a political question: it
6. Cooperation by national auth cannot be made a political question.
If there be any principle which has
orities in all these activities.
This was the program outlined by been established by time, the common
the president. To it was" added a consent by the unqualified assertion
seventh point, suggested by Governor! of the fundamental and statute law it
Jacob Preus, republican of Minnesota. is tnat tne executives are me iw 7.
Education of children to the, forcing officers of this nation.
"No provision of the eignteenui
evils of alcohol.
There was a sharp division of opin- - amendment or the national prohibi-io- n
surrender
any
act,
contemplates
among the executives as to
.
.
T
- tl.AM
' Mr.
unorr
mom,
01 State responsiDUliy.
forcement methods.
SMITH FOR BEER
prohibition becomes obligatory in all
Governor Smith of New York, in states, for the constitution and the
rinvinv aiuMw-- whichdrew commen- - laws made in pursuance thereof are
dation even from the very dry gover- - specifically declared, by the constitu-no-rs
present, declared that the law tion to be the supreme law of the
cannot be enforced as at present con- - tana.
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Touching for King's Evil.
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North Carolina, also raised a dissent
ing voice. Ho objected to the chatge
cf the president that responsibility

DIGGER, BETTER THAN A CIRCUS
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WASHINGTON. Oct I0.-- A manufacture
ws
and bear,
weeping program of fsiarei
state cooperation and edacatie3i.ee- - Governor tltctie of
Tneo to ory up America ana ate? charged that rerronalLUity for
Volstead act and cement of tho law la primarily ta
tU leakages in tho
eighteenth amendment' waa a function of the national rovsexmt.
depted tonight by Present Cool and ho favored leaving it to eack ttitt
tist'u "law and order conference" at aa to-- the enforcement
measunt it
'
the white house, attended br the
ahould adopt.

tor

;;ttaoa wu Cm tamer of
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izzlzni C
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SL'OE REPAO 170.1K

Has

tm

known as the "Rickey
a conspiracy In 1776 of
British, officials and loyalists of New
fork to end the Revolutionary war by
Dieted.
the murder or capture of its leaders
his
moved
Z.
M. Chaoman has
Mr.
familv here from Gamerco. N. M., snd the leisure or destruction of Its
and he has gons to Gallup to work as supplies. The heads and probable de
visers of the plot were Governor
a bridge carpenter.
Sons have hired ten Ttyon, who bad fled from the city, but
L. W. Lewis
In the har
mule teams from the 0. C. McElrath remained on a
Construction Co., to replace the teams bor and sent supplies of money for
that were burned a short time sgo. bribery, etc., and Mayor Mathews.
Mr. W. A. Thigpen and family have The scheme wu to kill or seise the
gone to Albuquerque. They expect patriot .generals and at all events to
to be gone about ten days.
deliver Washington alive to Sir WilThe District School gave a dance liam Howe,
blow up the mifaslne snd
of
bas
last Friday night A number
the passes to the city. Two of
kets were sold and some funds collect secure
ed to purchase play ground equip Washington's gaurds were bought, but
third pretended to accede and re
ment.
vealed the plot. Mathews and a dosen
0
the City ethers were arrested and sent to ConF. A. Mazta will
Electrict Shoe Shoo Monday, October necticut, Mathews carrying the may
29, at same old stand, zzu (Josi ave oralty flag with him. Thomas Hlckey,
nue. Mr. Masza announces tnat ns one of the treacherous guards, wu
will be better prepared than ever to hanged In New York, the first military
serve his customers. With new ma- execution In the American srmy.
chinery, new equipment and new
stocks, and invites all his old custoolince Hu No Limits.
mers to come and see him.
Every year adds to our scientific
knowledge, yet at the end of each year
seems that there are no epoch- making discoveries yet to be made. A
century ago the French mineralogist,
Hauy, said electrical discoveries bad
reached a point where no Important
steps remained. Tet electricity was In
Its Infancy and Michael Faraday In
his basement room waa working out
the relationship between electricity
snd magnetism which led (0 the dynamo and the radio, says the Kansas
City Star.
As Ute as 18M a university catalogue contained the statement that future progress la science was to be
expected only la working out principles already discovered. In the following year Roentgen discovered the
that led to radium and the
electron. It waa thought long ago that
all the beasts of the Jungle had bees
discovered and named, yet the okapi
waa not found until 1000. The scientific discoveries of the Twentieth century have, been more numerous than
in any previous century and they have
been greater.
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way tf cblnt late
tto h. hways wu wrosg, and der Vt firsttwo
r
rr.j,
(a
and the second
J 1 r I
ti
vA
1
must
-a
net
over and plowed about
l
,V
rt, 1, A.t-- J I iHry
engine
Urpel
. We were all rang as to
It
feet in the loose grade. All of!
a t!;isray dc;cveat, and 29
the cars succeeded in staying on the
are
recta
instructions.
3
.
Lzr l 3 iutraeUd that the Besidesreceiving road contracts.
track.
'
Ir
lot
tzl f zrectieal rules of tho have beenueaiy
instructed in methods of It was a rather serious looking out
el.. , which soured for surchaaini road materials .aor pri' of paiMngera that came pouring
k:J
tho state tho kighoit possible rental vate
cars to investigate the cause of
of
use, building private bridges at thethe
lor its ou lands and nvo aaeh dti.
sudden stop and to
treraendiously
red
nice
sen tho samo opportunity to soenro public expense, purchasing
discuss
have happened.
what
might
public money, One fireman was
a roaaonaDia icmn at a fair smcii. sport automobiles withwork
slightly injured and
has
educational
and
the
just
latlve price, wore immoral and wrong.
one woman that happened to be in a
In place of thoso old republican rules started nine months.
waahnig room, was thrown against a
we
and
Yea.
are
we
educated,
being
and ideas wo now have the Zinn polisoap bracket and quite severely bruis
hold
the
tical rules, onabline? tho rirtt men feel that if tho state an
ed.
to secure all tho land they think they mit for two years we are going
It wu not clear as to wno was
can manipulate at
u
the old get a full university course in pel responsible for the wreck, as it was
said that the section foreman claimed
price. Tho state does not need that tical education.
other four cent an 'acre, and if the :''-- "
he had a flag and two torpedoes out,
0
loyal party men pay the money to the . The Rex Theatre will have only one while the engineer claimed there was
state for oil land rental how can they
no signals whatever. After waiting
contribute liberally to the campaign show during next week, Monday a couple of hours, the passengers
at
show
last
be
the
will
This
funds? There are ideas in this which night.
were taken back to Grants for break
have been overlooked, evidently, and the Rex till the following Sunday, fast, while the work of clearing the
'
we admit progress.
when the regular weekly program will wreck was immediately commenced.
Mr. H. C Knudsen is building
The old and lawful method of call-i- start
This action is taken so house
on his property near the state
for bids on large purchase for as to again.
American
not conflict with the
the state was evidently wrong. Unhighwsy.
Miss Vernice Chapman has just
der it there would be no work done, as Legion Fall Carnival, which will be
we have learned can be done.
gone to Salt Lake City, Utah. She
in Gallup during next week. .
will stay with her aunt, Mrs. June
Slade.
Mr. G. U. Finley of Fort Sumner,
V'1N. M, spent several days here selling
1 horses.
Mr. G. P. Roundy, Mr. Francis, and
Mr. Lynn are here working on the
L. D. S. Meeting house.
They have
the shingling of the roof almost com
1
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If dogs were taxed, as per our suggestion, Gallup should
WHITE MULE ARTISTS
collect at least $25,000. If dogs were killed, as per our sugges
we
would
kill at least 10,000.
tion,
Some day we hope not but fear that hydrophobia wi
About every time a dance is given in this vicinity we hear
break out among our stock of precious dogs, then what? reports about drinking white mule. It appears that some who
Children will be bitten then what? - Why, then everybody attend the dances can not, or at least do not think of dancing
will go into the dog killing business.
unless they can mule up. There are a great many who dance,
As it is now, no one has the right to kill dogs except the but do not mule uo, and it is very disagreeable for those to mix
tity police. Often when the city police kills a dog a howl is set and mingle with mule artists. Just why some will mule up for
up, not by the dead dog, but by some one who claim that the dances is hard to understand, unless we credit it to ignorance
dead dog was the best dog in town.
or maybe it is for cussedness. Drinking bootleg liquor at dances
With our dog population increasing we wonder if we are is a disgrace, no matter whether the dnnkers are men or woreally "going to the dogs." No matter whether we are "going
and our information is that men, women, boys and girls
to the dogs," or that the does are cominff to us. thev are dora. men,
are among the bootleg liquor drinkers at dances.
just the same worthless, cussed dogs a general nuisance
In many places dances are under strict supervision of some
mgnt and day.
who are able to keep drinkers and rowdies out, and such regu
lation should be employed for the community dances or Uaiiup
and
COOLIDGE ON PROHIBITION
vicinity;
:

.The Governors met with President Coolidge to discuss
xne matter oi enrorcmg the Volstead Act. Mr. Coolidge laid
down seven rules by which the Governors can follow, and if
luuowea wiu am tne government in bringing about united
for the enforcement of the National Prohibition
Laws.
T.heI18eXenth and last ru,e
,ftid down
the President,
best of all, viz: "Education of children to the by
evils of alcohol."
Basil Woon, writinir from Paris to tha T.
Amr!
aminer, notes that since France has required schools to teach
a,cono, tft" the consumption of alcoholic drinks
v a? Vi
' This
oy me rrencn nas fallen off just
d.
falling ofi
d
of
applies to such alcoholic drinks as brandy, whisky,
anq sucn nard dnnks," not wine and beer. Even wine and
oeer consumption has fallen off. Statistics show that the ore- i
n t urinn aii aa aw i'mo
nn
nai i iiiiniiiii ill
per head, while now, or for the year 1922, the figures show that

Our editorial of last week on the flagrant

KEY NOTE:

violation of traffic laws must have struck a key note, judging
from compliments we are receiving. However, our editorials
can not bring about the desired results unless traffic violators
are arrested and made to nay fines for breaking laws. It is a
shame, yet. true, that the pocket book cries out louder than the
lives of our ieiiow citizens.

"'

NEW POLTICAL PARTY:

The

new political

Plenty of others in the line all styip
here for you to choose from. v

COAL

7g)unth(ttf0
hi1

party,

;

air;
.

.

YES, WE HAVE: No bananas, but we are doing our
best to issue a weekly paper, and from many compliments com
ing in from Gallup people, we must be doing pretty well at the

job.

With no one soliciting subscriptions, we have booked

more Gallup subscribers during last few months than ever
for same period of time, quite a number being new sub- scnbrs. And, during same penod our news stand sales have
increased, showing that The Gallup Herald is being appreciated more and more what more could we ask?
be-fo- re

EDUCATION : Says President Coolidge, education is the
remedy for enforcing the Prohibition laws. Education is the
only remedy for the proper progress of any people, especially
morals. Legislatures can not legislate morals. The millions
spent in an effort to make people stop drinking alcoholic
drinks would support the finest school systems since the beginning of time. As a nation, we are squeezing thru the 'eye of
a needle and swallowing a camel.

t

M

WILL

LIKE THAT

tCINP

k

slanders in politics will slander
in personal affairs.
The man who claims to be a Chris- -

tian and at the same time is a dishonest politician, may be branded as
one of the dirtiest, most contemptible
and pitiful aspects to be found wearing
the name Christian. .
It is the duty of every person to be
a politician in the highest and truest
sense of that term. What is politics T
It is the science of government, and
every man should master that science.

RICHARD LLOYD

.

BANKING SENSE:
Three people were discussing banks.
From their remarks, neither knew anything about banks, while
an tnree nave money on deposit, one said: "I don't under
stand how the McKinley County Bank went broke. McKinley
ooumy isn i nroxe, and tnat bank was the McKinley
Bank." By that same process of reasoning the name of County
a bank
should be its protection. There isn't but one kind of a bank
that can't go broke, and that kind is a bank that is owned and
managed by people who have resources sufficient to keep it
from going broke. No bank is one cent safer nor stronger than
are the people who own and manage it. There is nothing in
the name. The thing that counts in the safety and strength of
a bank are the resources behind it.

AVENUE
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TO
Every man weighs himself and determines his own worth. We earn
what we deserve. All wages are not
paid in coin. The men who work
only for money seldom have anything
but money. And whether they have
much or little of that they are aoon
forgotten by a world eager to reward
unselfish deeds.
It is a common practice to blame
the world for our own faults. When
your estimate of your worth and the
world'a estimate do not agree, survey
yourself before you curse the world.
Conceit is an essential element to
every success. Oxygen is essential to
to the life of all fish, but no fish can
live on oxygen alone. Self--flattery is
the arcbliar and the surest sponsor
for failure.
Discontent is commendable, but it
becomes profitable when it stimultes
determination..
It is impossible to keep any man
below the level of his attainments.
It is as impossible to hold him above
them. Talent is the result of application.
Efficiency is the reward for
practice.
Mere knowledge measures worth no
more than mere muscle.
The skilled
mechanic is master of his muscles.
Undirectetd muscles, aa undirected
brains, produce little and are worth

little.
Wit applied to one thing develops
wisdom. Wisdom never achieves when
.

it . wabbles. Constant thinking and

working on consistent lines produce
results. Opportunity never searches for him
of worth. Luck ia a dangerous pilot
who does not search for opportunity.
Strength of will is the foundation
of worth. Luck ia a dangerous pilot
to put on your bridge. Influence may
help you out of the harbor of your
birth but it .will lead you into the open
sea without ruder or sail or anchor.
These you must take with you or ac
cept the fate of the tempest-tos- t.
Beware of imitation. No copy is
worth the original. Aa
counterfeit
you are aa worthless to the worra as
the imitation coin.

;:,'.

UNCLE JOHN'S

WEEKLY POEM
Poetic genius draws, prehsps, the
biggest load of handicapa . . She
lets her inspiration soar to haunted
realm or tuneful shore. . . She revels where the skies is blue, and paddles some in Love's canoe. . .. She
seeks Ambrosia's honied bowers, and
tastes the wine and gathers flowers.
. . .
She flita where hoes-miscents the dell fur off rom sordid
business-he- ll
But, her shinin' light
grows mighty dim, when a wood-tic- k
bites her on the limb?
Poetic genius soars aloft, in search
of somethin' sweet an soft . . .
She seldom condescends to go among
the humbly, meek or low. . . She
covets wild ambition's crown, while
aodden ballast holds her down.. . .
She finds soma twrv. nlnhiaa thins
that shatters her angelic wfc?.
. .
It's mighty hard to court the
Muse, when ttolly wants soma better
shoes . v or. monkey with a sweat
vonuMoa, wksa Tstfcy nseis a fair of
Faniai
nt

-

-

When the editor has a real opinion and dares express it he is sensational.
When he has no
idea or fails to express any he is stupid and dull.
DAMN THE EDITOR:

b

trusive; it allows the complete wriss
freedom realized usually only in ths
value cf
short glove, with
the double
.
a
complete gauntlet protection.

:- -After

1

'

The glove here shown Is the Kznn
Flew Cuff Gauntlet, a typicsl exanpb
of Hansen character. Elegant, unob-

no-ni-

1

'

To ss!l (pods th
prove their quality is cur rub. V
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b our business.

one-thir-
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QUALITYBut we dcnt rI:
yi
to experiiTicnt To know qjxrj

being masculine for the Ford, and Lizzie being the feminine
vtww,
irnnnpr. r n m rriMNi'ii ill iuiu wui uikhiuic
the feminine folks will organize "Lizze Clubs," then the "cam
POLITICAL DISHONESTY
paign battle cry may be: "Let the. little Lizzies uuweri
Political dishonesty breeds dishon
A state of mind
CAN JAPAN SEE? The traveler borrowed a inatch esty of every kind.
which will intend one fraud will, upon
his
in
fumbled
he
Next
pockets
from his Scotch companion.
intend a thousand.
He who
173 quarts per head satisfies.
he had left his tobacco poucn ai nome occasion,
that
remarked
and
will lie, will be
one
Mr. Woon shows that by education
upon
emergency
people can be made to "TViAn va'H not ha needm' the match." suggested tne scot, ta
in order
supplied with emergencies
understand the evil of alcohol, and will become prohibitionists in if haoir
We wonder if Janan will be "neeain' tne that
he may continue to lia. He who
by education. Prohibition by education is the correct
of
America.
will perjure himself to asve a friend,
way, the match" since she has been able to see the real heart
will do it in a desperate juncture to
lucofci wo, me sensiDie way.
TMR OLD MAN: Old Marcus Autelius Antonious, save himself. He who is unjust in
hai.t.
IT WAS EVER THUS
a tragedy, or the sacrifice ivhn found his iov in considering all the things he could do with the least is unjust also in much.
Temptations to political dishonesty
me
can
De
Human
mat
traced
yi
directly to bootleg booze out, would have a perfectly grand time nowadays.
are easily accepted: The political dis
inen we near oi tnreats to close the bootleg joints. After the
honesty which destroys one'a chsrscter
RYAfiTLY!--Folk- s
tragedy is forgotten, then we hear criticisms of the way Jude
leave the cities to live in the country unfits mm for honest positions in
ocnauer sticks on heavy fines for the bottleggers who are
every other department of life. That
and immediately put up a fight to get city conveniences.
which is true of leaders in politics
-o
uv tan iur outu u a a snaine io
us
true of subordinates.
persecute the poor fellows in such a manner let 'em bootleg
EASY ONE, NEXT!
HITTING THE NAIL
Political
dishonesty in voters runs
you can't enforce the Prohibition laws let th nanni
rw h. v Rastus (chronic aller): "Man, I ; Teacher: "What is an engineer!" into general dishonesty as the rotten
4Wik!H
r
is
J
Willie: "Man who runs an engine." speck tainti the whole iDDle. Men
i.eir ireeuom
sure is a sick black Man. Don't blame
uanup oootieggers didn't get the
that money would be sent out of town. etc.. etc.." All ntmoney,
nrhioh be fo' wailing. I'se had troubles and Teacher: "Correct ' And what is who play the political game dishontroubles and now it is ma eyes. Hon
estly will play the same kind of a
means that we have a great many people who are in
l 'ij ,.
pioneer?"
sympathy est, Rufus, unless I squints ma eyes a Willie:
"Man that tunes a piano." game in their private sf fairs. The
with the bootleggers, who want to drink bootleg booze,
who ust so, ah can't see notnur at an
tricks and traps in politics, when once
are willing to furnish protection for the bootleggers. The
learned by a young man, are by him
blind. Rufus. rse sure go
'ee
WORLD SERIOUS
usee, in Business ana
ter of enforcing an Amendment to the Constitution of the Unit ing stone blind and it's awful. Why
end in
"Batter Up!" The words rang clear every other walk in life.society,
ed states is treated as a Joke: a human life is not taken intn nn. RufUS"
"Wal. Io do declare, you all Upon the Autumn
The man who lies to vou in politics
ideration as of any value in comparison with the value of a jug is Rufus:
in a bad way . You outter go hunt The waffle cook had used up all
will lie to you in trade, in business
of bootleg booze. In the mean time, there are a number of boot- up a optimist
The batter he had there.
and in social intercourse.
right away."
The man
leg joints in Gallup, as well as in other places of McKinley
is being sold at....
county where the damnable stuff
50 cents
ver
t ia
sooner you will be taken
unna, ana me more you annx tne
to
THE FROST IS ON THE PUMPKIN
me cemetery.
m

:

proves itsc!f crJy

in the formation, which will attempt to pilot Henry Ford to the
p. White
House, has been daubed "The Flivver Party." Fliwer

one-thir-

-

-
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reel of Bible pictures on:
"Sodom and Gomorrah."
AND
DOGS,
10:00
Church Schol with classes
TBS CHUKOT OF
for all.
JS3U3 CCsmST
11:00 Morning
Worship with a
Come down town any morning and you will see from one
Communion Sermon by the pastor. All
Saints)
Day
(Latter
to one hundred dogs little dogs, big dogs, pet dogs, all kinds ' Sunday School evary Sunday at members nad friends are urged to be
of dogs, both male and female. Dogs running loose, in our 10:30 A. M., at City Club House. No present for this Communion Service.
7:30 "Worth While" Service. This
streets, back alleys dogs every where. We meet them, you collections. Everybody welcome.
be "Travel' 'evening with a fine
will
all
meet
curs
them
kinds
school
of
children
and
meet them,
on "Lovely
one reel Burton-HolmCHURCH
METHODIST
FIRST
a
shame
a
disgrace.
mongrels
Lucerne" and a two reel travelogue
Pastor
John
Witt
Hendrix,
The tax on dogs should be at least $10 on males and $2
on: "xosmite." The pastor wtu onng
a message as well. Saxaphone Solo
Church School, 9:46 A. If.
on females, and such taxes should be collected. Every tax dog
Worship, 11 A. M. and 7:30 by Joe Cregar. All are moat cord
should wear a collar and tag, and every dog without a collar P. Public
M.
ially invited to these services.
should be killed.
and tax
M.

'
...

Rev. Lewis A. Stark, D. D., ttinister
"The Community Church with a
Social Proaram"
t
9:46 Junior Church Worship with
and sermon. 11 A.
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Kra.
Palmer Crtaer and
rZVZZZAf CLC3
Uil- -r, drove to"LamahEt-uU- y
Clue ma wfca tin.
The Thurst
ht
E2AL PAflSCUGCUSt F. L. Drr."lfci
Ett4iy they explored
tKZTrk
,:Ice Caves." lie caves are thirty
end eajoying tae uuniooa wen; the
dy
They report
Keadasaes A. w. Foblnson, W. E, miles from Ramah. wondwfaT
a
trip.
enjoyed
having
A.
Eurke.
N.
Lachia
li.
Clarice,
Car.
TRINDAD, Colo., Oct
8i
There were about twenty cars In the
ft.
W.
tnd
lira.
T.
Eannett
CncJr
on
witna sudden fit of inianitr feard
Santa Fa trak Ua. T, waaUoead atjr uUtr of Lot Angeles, CeJit XJra. rt
.
after
miles east at this Clarke had high score
Thctoher, thirty-a- it
A. W. Robinson and W. B. Johrt-so-

We Have The Largest
v

and
Best Assortment of

.

ret

sssamasj

SIIAISLBI

Hardware .

;

.

'

Furniture

Christian Science
. Free Lecture
V

;

Can-deUr- ia,

t

Tuesday. October 30. at the Mcainiey county court nouse, atPhil- 8, P. M., Frank Bell, C. S. B., of
adelpia, will deliver a tree lecture on
Chrisitian science, lne public la in
Tited.
The subjects for the lecture are vi- tal to every thinking: person, and no
natter what faith or religious belief
may be entertained, the lecture will
be highly educational. Remember that
the lecture is free, and that all are
:v
welcome.
.... ;

...

ft

"
noon.
The Thursday Club will meet with
Mrs. A. T. Hannett next week. -

EXSSCS23T CLUB
Wednesday Embroidery Club
met with Mrs. A. T. Hannett this
weeky Those present were, ilea-damW. D. Cornell, F. B. Mapel,
C. B. Chambers, F. L Evens, J. W.
Hannett, J. W. Stofer, W. E. Clarke
and Mrs. Cornell of Chicago, 111.
The next meeting of the Wednesday Embroidery Club will be with
The

-

es

Mrs.

J.

Hannett

W.

MRS. KENNEDY ENTERTAINS
The Tuesday Embroidery Club was
entertained at a one 0 clock luncheon
at the home of Mrs. George Kennedy
sale of 67 shares of stock in the Mc- - this week. Those present were:
Mesdames
L R. Goehring, George
Kinley County Abstract and Invest
ment company Is ordered by toe court
in a judgment in favor of the plain- ers and Mrs. Clark King.
tiff in the case of Edward A. Stabb
ICE CAVE PARTY
against Sam Bushman and T. F,
Mrs. A. W. Robinson. Mr.
Mr.
and
entered
Smelling,
today.
Mrs.
The suit was brought on a prom and Mrs. W. R. Cregar, Mr. and
issory note, and the judgment is for
x,o4i, and interest The stock bad WATCH O'nXED BY UAJ. AKDRE
been
as
on the note.

To Meet Judstnent

We Have Ever Had

G.

early this
ing, Telesfor
of Li..avla, Califs ran
amnek with a knl? stabbed and ser-wusiy wouncsa oanauctor Decilen
of Albuaueraue. end three passan?ers.
and wis shot twice by Wuliam Gar
ner, negro porter, of Albuquerqoe. A
blow ever the head with a stove poker
by nother passenrer on the train was
fatal to the Mexican. Conductor
Deubler and the two wounded men
were taken off the train at Thatcher
and removed to the railroad hospital
at La Junta, and the body of Candel-ari- a
wa staken off the train hare by
E. cole.
acting coroner

Stock to be Sold

Heating Stoves

L

put up

'

security

CHIROPRACTOR
Dr. 0. C. Warriner, Page Building.
Phone 88. 7
O

Hollis Thurston

Patted Thru City
No. 3 Santa Fe passenger of last
Saturday had for one of its Chicago-Lo- s
Angeles passengers
Hollis
Thurston, a Gallup boy, who this year
won his game in tbe city aeries for
the Chicago White Sox, which netted

Prof. F. M. Jack of the Gallup
B. F. Wilson came in Sunday last
Thurston at the
ana remainea over schools met youngover
from unm
old times, tbe
a
l J
J.k kt deoot. and talked
j.ui..
two having become warm friends while
family.
,,r
living in Los Angeles. Mr. Jack was
.Dr. Chester H. Clark announces the young Thurstons' teacher for a time
removal of his offices in Gallup to in Los Angeles.
Hollis Thurston stated to Mr. Jack
207 South Second street Office bouts,
in some
10 to 11 A. M., 2 to 4 P. M., and 7 to that he would like to invest
P. M. Office phone, 13; residence business in Gallup.
.
Sneakinc of young Thurston. Mr.
; phone,
f ,
Jack stated that he is perhaps the best
Mesdames J. J. Ward and C. R. product of the year in the American
League. He won seven games, workTempleton are in El Paso, Texaa, for ed
in several games as relief pitcher,
a two weeks visit.
one time pitching in four consecutive
games.
For Insurance of all kinds.
- Charles W. Davis. 109 South Second
Young Thurston informed Mr. Jack
he believed that Eddie Collins
that
248.
tf
.
Street Phone
will be Comaker's manager next year.
.
o
The Banner Drug Store has added
Hot tamales and genuine Mexican
aew cigar and pipe snow cases, tax7chg-t- f
ing the place of the old ones at the chili at the Candy Shop.
cashier's stand.
BILL HANNS AGAIN
The Candy Shop is now serving hot
w. H. (Biin Hanns has been em
'
tamaiea ana genuine Mexican emu.
Inde-M- r.
7chg-t-g
ployed to ramrod The Gallup
Harms sold that paper
to a corporation some seven months
ago, and it appears that the old ship
refused to sail with her new captains
and colonels, and balking at both ends
the old captain
stern and fore-a- ft
desheriff's
Arrests made by the
was bugled back to steer her off the
partment: rearo uonzaies,
rocks. The old gal is badly dismantl-otaring liquor, 60 days; Presidiano
.nd with a few holes in her hull.
SO
davs:
lionor.
Bill aays he will pull her
but
;
Jose Campa, manufacturing liquor, into Captain
and sail on as 01 yore..
port,
0 days; Kate Clark, selling liquor,
0 days. Arthur Wright, grand larTha Candv Shoo is now serving hot
ceny, bound over in the sum of $1,000, jmlA and oenuine Mexican chili.
m
no
ia jau.
in default of wnica
'icug-i- s;

te

,.,;,

-

Jcdcre John Sckauer
Weekly Report

Timepiece Carried by British Officer
Among T natures of New Y01
Historical toelety.
The ailver watch which MaJ. Jobn
Andre Is aald to have carried when he
was captured haa recently become the
property of tbe New York Historical
society. In 1817 a email volume was
printed entitled "Vindication of the
Captors of Major Andre." There were
printed In this book the affidavits of
Isaac Van Wart and John Paulding,
two of the captors of Andre, describing
the capture. Both afldavita refer only
to a gold watch which Andre offered
to his captors for his release and make
no mention of a ailver watch.
Turning, however, to the otatement
of Ensign Samuel Bowman of the
Massachusetts line, one learns that
this officer was for 24 boars preceding
Andre'a execution constantly with tbe
prisoner, with whom he discussed his
capture, and that Major Andre told
blm he was robbed "of the few guineas
which he had with him and the two
watches which he then wore, one of
gold and the other of silver.
The ailver watch la of the "bull'a
eye" type and tbe hallmarks Indicate
that It was made hi 1766, On the Inner
case Is an Inscription crudely engraved
"James Oglethorpe, February 7, 1725,"
for which there la no plausible acTbe whereabouta of the
counting.
It was exgold watch Is unknown.
hibited at Philadelphia at the time of
the centennial, In 1876.
NO LEVEL STREETS

IN CITY

Hundreds of Thousands of Chlneee
Live In Narrowest of Rooms
In Chungking.

' Hundreds of thousands of human
beings live In Chungking (on the upper
part of the Yangtao river, la China).
In the .very narrowest of rooms. There
are no level streets becauae of the
billy character of tbe country, aad
of streets, thousands of steps
lead up bill and down dale Moreover, many of the business streets are
. HALLOWEEN PARTY
so narrow that two litters can hardly
squeeae
past one another.
m
Mv Burks will cive a HoiThe number of water carriers is
Mon
Club
nartv at the City
at legion. Chungking haa not yet attained
day night, October 29, commencing
to a water system. The water for the
w
6:30 r. H. ana continuing nu r. at.
dally use of the Inhabltanta Is drawn
a
of
This will furnish entertaniment
la bucketa from the langtse and the
occathe
for
class,
appropriate
high
tributary Klallng, and la peddled to
sion. Admission, 35 cents.
the householders by coolies.
Fi.nwP.RS: Ten varieties to se
Here even the poorest beggar la
lect from, strictly fresh, direct from saved from hunger. Bvery beggar,
the Reinhardt Floral Gardens, Alli- man or woman, haa a specialty deson, N. M., and at Jenkins Drug Store. signed to arouse the maximum of
sympathy In tbe passerby.
A

;

SuDisDArrelh

Of Home Wine

about
Friday of lastwereweek, just home-.

traveling
time moat of us
ward, tirsty and dry, passing the jatl
we had. to sUnd by and look on while
Sheriff Myers pourea out sw
f home made wine, having been
taken .mm nw pmmma
Stalick.
o
'
LOST Brown Fox Fur neck piece.
Reward for return to- Dr. Cantrell's
,
effice.

-

-

'
-

4

on

'
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NEW POSTMASTERS
Mrs. W H. Hanna has purchased
Word from Waahington - says that
the novelty business of Dan Brenteri,
end moved same to her store on Rail- - Edward Vanderwacen has been ap
read avenue....-;.'pointed postmaster at Danoffvuie,
and Mrs. Muriel E. Buck postmistress
set-FLOWERS: Ten varieties to
at Estrella.
';
.';
a
lect from, strictly fresh, direct from
Dr. O. C. Warriner, Chiropractor,
the Reinhardt Floral Gardens, Allison, N. M ., anl at Jenkins Drug Store, Page Building. Phone 88.
Ward from Mrs. Parana Geiser
Hot tamales and genuine Mexican O'Brien, formerly of Gallun, states
7chg-t- f
chili at the Candy Shop.
that she la now located at Logan, a
suburb of Philadelphia.
Hot tamales and genuine Mexican
7chg-t- f
at the Candy Shop.

chili

A Twofold Test
Tha rich man who has done nothing
but accumulate riches is entitled to
but the scantiest consideration; to
men of real power of discernment he
is an object rather of contempt than
of envy. The test of a fortune
how it was earned
should be twofold
and how it is spent Exchange.

is ,i

U
a tsinwcr
--

Mental

I

D

la-ste-ad

1nin

"

;

art arat-o-

..
.

os

Gymnastics

nt the finest

exhibitions of in
tellectual acrobatics are now being
presented by league of nations advocates who are endeavoring to explain
meet was
that the Italian-Gree- k
really a great victory for that organ.
isation. Milwaukee Sentinel.
Snma

Where Oe You Taete.
If asked what part of the body yon

taste with,

you

might answer: "With

the mouth." But try an experiment
Put a fragment of satt nto roar
mouth, placing It between the teeth
and the cheek. Until It dlasoWes It
has absolutely no taste at alt
The fact Is that the sides of the
mouth are Insensible to certain substances which have an aromatic taste,
such aa spices and coffee and wine,
can only be appreciated by the front
half of the tongue.
A piece of sugar applied to the tip
of the tongue taatea extremely sweet
Try It on the back of the tongue, aad
It la almoat Usteleaa, '
With man? other foods the case la
reversed, and It fas the back part of
thf tongue and the mouth la which
they are properly appreciated. A tew
experiments will prove to you that
taste la strangely localised in the
:

mOUtb..

'!:'

: A lot of envious people profess to
believe that if you get ahead in this
world you 11 get behind in tne next.

aa much money as you
know you ought to have, you would
be twice aa foolish as you know you
ought to be.

If van had

honesty isn't as old- After a certain age, a girl is not
fashioned aa
rogues
cut out to be a "cut-op.- "
would have you "believe.
new-fashion-ed

n

visited Houck Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. A W. Robinson were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. John-so- n
for dinner Tuesday night
Mrs. E. W. Cooper, who has been
spending e month in the South, re'.
turned home Tuesday.
Mrs. Butler, of Los Angeles, and
Mrs. L N. Cary, who hava been
spending a month with their parents
at Jefferson t City, Mo., returned
Thuraday.
Mrs. Butler, of Los Angeles la the
guest of her sister, Mrs. L. N. Cary.
Mrs. u a tteiier and aon, Bobbie.
were guests of Mrs. W, B. Johnson
for lunch Tuesday.
John and Glenn Emmona and Roy
all Smith were dinner guests of Mr.
and Ms. L. R. Goehring Wednesday
.
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Dear A. Leda: Should an invite- Upn, for a wedding be aent to friends
even if you .know they live tod far
away to attenai
MISS R.LPENN
This courtesy shows you desire their presence and would like
Yes.

to have them with you' if circum
stances would permit
..Dear A. Leda: What should be

done when a young man calla in the
evening and it is paat time that he
went nomer.
Thank you.
A READER
This ahowa a decided lack of know
ing "what's what" oa the man's part
and it puts the hostess in a rather
embarrassing position. It would be
quite proper to say something to this
effect: "I am sorry but as it is getting rather late and I have an early
morning appointment, I am afraid I
t"
shall have to say

'

,

AND

CXUITT
NATtZO

AS

CAUSE C7 COUMTY

SANTA FE, Oct S3. John B.
Gaunt, cashier of thi Reserve Stat
bank of Reserve, Catron county,
which closed last April, embesaled
over 125,000, according to charges la
a report by A. N. Cornell, director of
audita of the state eomptroller'a office, and Ay C. Wagner, of the office,
following an examination made subsequent to the failure of the bank.
Comptroller Carter today. L. A. Jensen, deputy county treasurer, it is alleged waa implicated with Guant A,
G. Whittier, former state traveling
auditor, ia charged with negligence
in not taking steps to save the county from a loss of $70,000 in the
of the bank when, the report
alleges, Whittier had sufficient knowto have averted
ledge of wrong-doin- g
the loaa.
cat-lap- se

...

0

Hotel Opens Under
New Management

good-nigh-

Miss Beatrice Penton and Miss Dear At Leda: If a man takea a
Dorothy Hociday spent last Satur girl to a public dance how many times
day and Sunday with Mrs. Lou Sabin is it proper for him to dance with
her? M. D.
at Fort Defiance.
: Mrs. L K. Heller and aon, Bobbie,
Dear Girlie: You have not said if
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Grover there would be any others included in
the party. If there are, you shall give
Phillips for dinner Monday night
at least one dance to each man mem
ber along. But if you are alone you
DEFINITION OF THE CYNIC may dance with your escort as oiten
aa you lute.
Person Who Dees Not Believe tVen
Dear A. Leda: Shall a young man
Himself Oreuehes Becauae He
a girl to his home to visit bis
ask
Cant Have Hie Pantaay.
parents? Should the invitation come
from him or from them.''
A cynic la one who knows that his
MARION S.
Illusions will not come true, but thinks
friend has invited you to
If
your
they ought to. He can accept neither meet and visit bis parents at his nome
Illusions nor actuality.
He la still it shows how
highly he regards you.
mad at having been waked from his It ia a
very nice thing to do and it
He grouches becauae be ia quite proper for you to accept The
can't have bis fantasy. It may even invitation should come irom his mow
be that while bis Intelligence aaaurea er.
him that the Illusions are false, the

UAV

James H, Drake, a well known hotel
man of Arisona, haa located in Gallup and taken over the Roma hotel
The name of the' place will be changed
and will be, known aa the Drake hoteL
Mr. Drake will be assisted by his
wife, herself also being a hotel manager, and the place will be conducted
as a first class, modern and
hotel for the accommodation of the
very best people. The place being
te

located

near the Santa Fe depot
of it a convenient place for the
traveling public Mr. Drake will
cater to the best class of patronage
makes

and will furnish the very best accom
modations at reasonable rates.
0

American Legion
Fall Carnival

day-drea-

child In him continues to believe In
them, and the resulting struggle between conscious disbelief and unconscious belief makes him harsh and

:

.:.

HEALTH HINTS

HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION
Colds it is a wise precaution to
soak the handkerchiefs of one who
MUcal.
has a cold in salt water first and
The man, for Instance, who aaya then wash separately fom the general
bitterly that marriage la hell, huge the wash.
0
belief that It ought to be heaven.
The Candy Shoo is now serving hot
A woman surgeon tells me thai
tamales and genuine Mexican chili.
women sometimes come Into bar
! h
7Chg-t- g
detail their symptoms and expect
her to know Instantly what alls them.
HOME
USE
FOR
They are the very ones who will be LANGUAGE
bitter critics if she falls to perform
a miracle, for their Mea of a cure la
Interpreter Enlightens Amorl
still the cbUd's "Mother, Mas It and Japanese
ean Who Made a Grave
make It welL"
Mistake. A cynic haa not really disordered
his Illusions ; he baa only bidden them
The women of Japan have not yet
from himself.
attained a very high position in soIt Is s terrible thing to tell oneself ciety. The Land of the Rising Sun Is
Ilea When one Intentionally lies to a man'a country; there la no doubt
otbera, the truth still exists In one'o about that There la some agitation,
own mind; but when one Ilea to onerather sporadic, about equal rtgbta for
self, all landmarks are swept away. women, women suffrage and all that
Some very
persons
sort of thing, and occasionally we reed
deceive themselves to such a degree a somewhat inaccurate article about
that all their valuea are confused. the "new woman In Japan," but aha
Some women's idea of faith la believstill baa a long way to go before ahe
ing what they know Isn't so.' Tbe will be considered man'a equal.
truth Is too unpleasant to face. DeThe man la tbe kingpin of the house
signer.
hold In Japan; everything revolves
around him. If "donna-aan,- "
the masWAS FIRST TO FIND T03ACC0 ter, la displeased with anything, out It
goea Meala are planned solely to
Columbus Discovered Natives Smoking tickle the master's palate, and the
woman of the bouse may eat or leave
Wsed on His Arrival In
them. Just as aba chooses, so long as
Cuba in 1402.
"donna-aan- "
doea not register a comWhen Columbus landed ia Cuba la plaint nothing else matters.
An American living in Tokyo waa
November, 1492, he waa surprised to
and natives "puffing amoks from their practicing bla Japanese on an Intermouths and noses." Their crude cigars preter in hla office one morning. Ha
beconsisted of leaves of tobacco rolled waa sailing along smoothly, he
on
of
the
sea
'
the
Japalieved,
rough
within tbe ahoaths of malse beads,
The discoverer of the new world waa nese language, when the Interpreter
also the first man from the old world baited him.
"You must never use that expresto discover tobacco. Spaniards who
Invaded Paraguay, In 1603, were met sion," he ssld, quoting tbe words the
had used,
by tbe natives, whose weapons were foreigner
"NoT Why notr
small tubes through which they
"It Is not good Japanese," the Japasquirted tobacco Juice to blind tbe nese
replied gravely, "you must never
white men. One of the Spaniards,
Oonaalo de Oviedo, went back to use that expression except when you
are talking to an Inferior, such aa a
Spain with some tobacco plants, which servant
or your wife,"
ocfirst
waa
cultivated.'
This
the
he
casion on which tobacco waa brought
to Europe.
ROSS FOUND MAGNETIC POLE
The origin of the word nicotine la Interesting. In 1599 Jean Nlcot, aa am- Interesting Spot Is Almost Dlreotjy
bassador to France, bought some tobacNorth ef the City ef
co seed at Lisbon from a flemish
Winnipeg.
captain Just back from Florida. Nlcot
cultivated the plant and presented
The magnetic pole, as dlatlngulahea
some specimens to his queen, Cathfrom the geographical pole, la the
erine de Medici. Tor some time the point where the needle stands verticallplant was known as "herbs de la y,, showing the center of terrestrial
retne" (the queen plant), but tale magnetism for the Northern heminame, being too long, gave place to sphere. This was discovered June 1,
alcotiana, which survives among bot1631, by Capt John Roan. The amount
anists to this day.
of the dtp of the needle waa 80 deSir Walter Raleigh and Sir Francia grees, 00 minutes, being thus within
Drake brought tobacco to England in one minute of the pole, tf not Its ac1686, but they were not ths first to Intual existence where he stood, was
troduce It, although Sir Walter la gen- further confirmed by the actions of
erally given credit for having done several horiaoatal needles In his posmuch to popularise smoking at that session. Not one of them showed the
time. London Answera
slightest effort to move from the position In which It was placed. This InMoney is not a test of greatness, teresting spot la almoat directly north
but don't get it into your head that of the city of Winnipeg, and within
lack of money is.
less than 20 degrees of that city. To
be exact the location of the north
'
Big Stick and Peace
magnetic pole ia 70 degrees, S minutes
Unfortunately it remains true that and 17 seconds latitude and 90 degrees,
the best way to keep most people 46 minutes and 45 seconds
longitude.
and most nations respectable is to
a
before
them lively appreciation
keep
HOTEL IDA
of what will happen to them if they
go wrong. Detroit Free Press,
Have onened the above named Ho
side. Rooms 26c to
It certainly isn't the fault of the tel on the north
Also
$1.00. Good accommodations.
automobile that there is an over-pr- o
duction of gasoline.
Springlfield feed yeard in rear. Your patronage
solicited. Reulon T. Gallagher.
News.
of-fle- e,

...

...

The American Legion, Post No. 8
of Gallup, request The Herald to state
that the Snapp Shows for next week
promises to be entertainment of the

highest type, clean and educational,
for the enjoyment of every member
of the family. The shows will com

mence Monday, October 29, and run
for one week. American Legion Posts
all over the country have approved of
the Snapp shows, and the Gallup Post
believe that all will be pleased with

their efforts to stage a fall carnival
for one week in Gallup.
0

j

Unique Adv. Cards
Im ued by Willi.
J. R. Willis has become very much
interested in the ice caves, recently
discovered by E. Z. Vogt in the vicinity of Inscription Rock, and in order
to acommodate those who may want
to visit the wonderful ice caves and
see the freaks of nature, Willis haa
cards showing
prepared photo-printthe route, with instructions.
These
cards can be had by applying to the
ed

Willis Studio.

Halloween Dance
Gibson Tonight
be

A masquerade Halloween dance will

given this Saturday night at the

Gibson theatre and prises will be
given for the best masquerade. Good
music and a jolly good time for all

attend, and everybody is invited.

who

0

C. C.

Manning Co.
Sells to Swartz

Frank C. S warts has bought the
mercantile business of C. C Manning
Company. Mr. Swarts is an old timer
in Gallup, having been in business for
himself in years gone by, an also as
sociated with others in business here.

-

0

FLOWERS: Ten varietiea to se
lect from, strictly fresh, direct from
the Reinhardt Floral Gardens, Allison, N. M., and at Jenkins Drug Store.
Yours for Health, Dr. O.
Phone

riner, Page Building.

C. War--'
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New Four room house, with
bath and toilet.
One two room house.
Inquire

at

Peoples

Market

THERE'S A REASON
PEOPLE TRADE
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going, with
eco-nomi-

v

dttil.

rw in any traffic or
matched, for

d
triaiscrtLti"-

'

ss

block grip hard.
hcU fast, and hang
on. The reeult is a
steady, sure, safe
per- -

a

at

not de it no one !h can kola tkean
ataca. TLU wss tie opinion express
ed yesterday by C 0. AcLtrman, sec
tan's Co--C
retary of tie
eratir association hers, in setsUnx trrejttet rsilrcad ctr.tcr to
crss
trtiH, tra of the recant delude of bad checks in reasdnabb
for
tra,
or tae most vital tetpcrixnea to taea,
Albuquerque.
th
cf tlia
He said that there was no war that Esch-CumniAct uses then, tad
3.8 ear err.t of
the association could held the mer population In favor cf saven-tenth- s
of one per cent of the popu- chants if they insisted en being care-lo- iauon wmcn own lae
ruiroaca.
in the accsDtins of ehocka from
Those rates in
shown below, for tho aasarata rail
people wnom tnejr ao not Know.
hve not yet been made nubile for tho vanr-ifi2hv tho
Many stores hero, he said, which roads,
but the. average
Commission,
increase
hare an express policy of eaahing no Interstate Commerce
.
. per
a
f
t
checks for strangers, hare been fool ton per mue
ana ootaineaaajby tne railroads, in 1822
cnarjea
ed on forged checks many times. Of over
v .; ;
..'
ivn, was 4 per cent.
ten the cases are not deported at all
The
increase
same
durina
the
average
neriod for naasan
because the merchants are ashamed
to let it be known that they were ger transportation per passenger per mile amounted to 47.7 per
fooled, or think tho amount so small
that it is not worth while to try to
locate the man or woman who passed
Writtea for Tht Oalhip HtraU
ed only decisions that suited them.
v.-- '
'
the cneck.
By WILLIAM B. SHEARER
ana you ao not read or these railroads
The artful check artist, according
(AutoeMtrr Sarrlea)
as outlaws in the daily papers.
to Ackerson. will study his field care
"Railroad men 'drew on an average
fully before starting to operate. He SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT $1,600 last year. The Government
sets
In reation to the repeated state-- a minimum at
will find men who are well known
$2,300. Can you blame
u the M,,oad
in a city, and who are sure to hsve
forced
rsTes
mn who
,
bank accounts snd then learn to copy paTsenge' Yn!
if ha fight, for.what rallly bo..
.
their signature!.
ta him T"
i
The merchants in many cases will er, ma ifM inrairArina mbikhv.
RAIL RATE INCREASES ON
Here sre some olain facts that the
look at the signature on the check,
and if it is a well known resident of public should know: "'
LINES INTO CHICAGO
the city whose checks sre considered
"Increases in the passenger rates.
. .. ."
a s
ueiow
who
is
the
man
even
published the average.
if
good, cash it
freight rstes,. Pullman rates and Pull- passenger ate
mue
rate
and the aver
per
man surcharge ates were granted to
passing the check is a stranger.
per ton per mile, for the
"If rou ffo to a bank to borrow the railroads by ths Interstate Com- age rate
1917
pre-wand 1921 under
$507 Ackerson said, "you must iden merce Commission, and the increases year
Act. of the railroads
railon
were
which
of
the
and
public
put
practically give your
tify yourself
in Chicago.
These fig
life history, but it seems easy for a road workers are a Part. July 1. 1921. terminating
ures up taken from the authorized
stranger to go into stores of some the United States Railroad Labor statements
in Moody's Ratine; Book
merchants and cash a $50 check just Board, Decision 147, reduced the railroad employee's wsges 12 per cent. Service, Steam Railroads, 1922 the
for the. asking."
book used by all banks, trust compantourists traffic Did the public get any part of this ies, investors
The automobile
and investment: hotuM.
. wnicn
makes it easier for check artists to reduction? No. ,
i,
to
irora
ootain correct informa
takes
United
States
the
1921,
work. Ackerson says. It often
"August 16,
tion for
,
in
Decision
222,
from one to three days the ordinsry Railroad Labor Board.
NEW
TOSH
CINTIAL
ana
the
reduced
Put 1077
course tor a checks to be cleared
shop craft employees in
returned to a merchant, if it is a bad a further amount of 10 per cent. Did Awnw paw. rate per mile 117
Averse pus. rate per mil lttl
one. This srives the man who passed the public receive any part oi this re
Percent Inereaee 1821 over 117
the check time to get nearly to taui- - duction! NO.
Freight everare ton per mile 1S17
'
Pretest
Rail
averace toa per mile 1KI
States
the
United
1,
ornia before he is suspected.
July 1922,
Percent increate 1921 over 1117
iuso
Th name kind of check work is road Labor Board , Decision
again reduced the shop craft employ PENNSYLVANIA Pa
being done all over the country, and
th nnlv remedv which Ackerson can ees a further 1Z per cent, a total re- Average paaa. rate per mil HIT
paea. raU per sail 1M1
see for it is to educate merchants snd duction of 34 per cent in their wages Averat
Percent inemae l2l over 117
business men in the danger of cash- within one year.
averace ton per Bill HIT
Freltht
Freight averace ton per mite 121
ing checks for strangers even when f QUESTIONS UNANSWERED
the signature on tne cneca is lamuwr. "Ask yourself snd your sssociates Percent Increase 1921 over 1(17
GREAT NOaTHiaN-P- sc
Ml
the following .questions:
Aversja pass, rata per mils 117
"First Have the passenger rates Averace
paaa. rate per mil 121
been reduced 34 per cent!
Percent increase 1(21 over 117
"Second Have the freight rstes FreicBt averace ton per call KIT
Freicht averace ton per mile 121
been reduced 34 per centT
Percent Increase 1(21 over 1(17
"Third Have the high salaries of UNION PACIFIC Pace IN
the railroad officials been reduced 34
Averse pass, rat per mil llf
475 Department Stores
per cent? '
Averace pass, rat per mil 121
"Fourth Has ths price of rent Percent
Increase 1(21 owsr 1(17
reduced
oer
cent?
34
been
averace ton per mil 1(17
Freicht
.
THE STORE OF
ton per mile 1(21
Freicht
averse
taxes
been
reduced
Have
"Fifth
1117
ns

Tread. Its high,
tUci, s.arp-xi- d
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Good Eye Sight is ono of the
Greatest Assets to Man or
Woman.

If

Nature or Circumstances
have Choated You out of Per-faEyes then Your Bast
Chance for Good Vision is the
Prompt and Careful Attention
of a Competent Optometrist.
SIE US

ct

F. V. WURR1
JEWELER

AND OPTICIAN

Denver Minister
DENVER, Oct. 20 The federal
grand jury at Pueblo will Investigate
the case of Thomss Triplet former
Baptist minister, charged with usina
the mails to defrsud, according; to local federal officials, who disclosed today that Triplet had been arrested
at his home near Fountain, Colorado,
and is at liberty under $1500 bond.
The charges against the former
clergyman, is was learned, grew out
of Triplet's alleged posing as an
neiress to 9160,000. According to federal offlcails. Triplett exchanged letters with Munrose Bolin. sn Ashland.
Kentucky farmer, describing himself
as Hiss Lottie Zals, a "pleasing and
plump" young miss, with an estate
of $160,000.
i
Triplet got in touch with Bolin
a
and
after
through
newspaper ad,
their correspondence
bad extended
over several weeks he is alleged to
have negotiated a $500 loan from Bo
lin through the mails, Federal officials say "Miss Zals'" letters contained many endearing terms and at
times were "warm" enough to burn."
Triplett has a wife and four children near Fountain.
,

(GALLUI?
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SERVICE

PERSONAL

Gets the Money

AT THE

lll

You have shopped in stores
where a different salesperson waited on you in each department. There wss a delay in getting attention at
each department. It was
was it not?

When you shop here the
salesperson first to wait on
you accompanies you thruout
every department you wish
to visit, thus assuring you a
personal service which is
helpful and which saves you
a great deal of time.
Our

salespeople give you
courteous attention at all'
times and strive to assist you
in every way possible.

34

per cent?
"Sixth Has street car fare been

Percent increase 121 over

re SANTA

duced 34 per cent?
"Seventh Has flour been reduced

per cent?
"Eight Have your electric light,
gas or coal or water bills been reduc
34

ed 84 per centT

"Ninth jDidyou ever read a
that the salary of the Railroad

deci-io- n

Board been reduced 34 per
They only receive $10,000 per
year.' Stop and figure it out at $36
a day, or is per nour, ana tne railway employee helps pay this board
that cut the wages of one class to 28

701.97. or 152

per

hour,

for

a

14-ho- ur

day?
"Do you know that 48 other rail
road officials and attorneys draw salaries of $1,582,150 ner annum, an aver
age of $33,044 per year? And do you
know that the grand total of these
71 railroad officials and attorneys' is
$3,022,901.60?
.
"Do you know that the shop craft
employees have accepted decisions
that were unjust? Did the railroads
do this? Eighty-tw- o
railroads accept- -

Pace

706

Averac pass, rats per mil 1(17
Averace pass, rate per mil 121
Percent ' increase 1921 over 117
Freicht sveraee ton per mile 117
Freicht averac ton per mil 121
..
Percent increase 1921 over 117

Labor
cent?

cents per hour.
Do you know that 11 railroad pre
sldents draw more salary than the
President of the United States, a to
tal of $865,571.06. an average of $78.- -

r

Averace pass, rate per mil 1117
Averace pass, rats per mil 121
Percent increase 121 over 117
Freicht sverac ton per mile 1(17
Freicht averace ton per mil 121
Percent increase 1921 over 1(17
CHICAGO
ALTON Psa 181

B,

,

Q.

Pas

MS

Averace pass, rat per mil 1(17
Averac pass, rat per mil 121
Percent. Increase 121 over 1917
Freicht sverac ton per mile HIT
Freicht averac ton per mile 1(21
Percent increase 121 over 117

CALL

NOTE
Chicago Great Western,
Chicago and Eastern Illinois, Chica
go, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha;
Illinois Central, Chicago, Indianapolis
and Louisville: Chicago, Milwaukee
and St. Paul; Chicago and Northwest
ern, Chicago, Peoria and St Louis,
snd the Chicago. Rodk Island and
Pacific Railroads also show corres.
ponding passenger and freight rate
increases per mile of from 51 per cent
to 98 per cent in the Moody Katmg
Book Service, Steam Railroads for
1922.

CHOICE MEATS AND POULTRY
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201 SOUTH THIRD STREET

.
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DELHI DADY FilODUCTS
DELIVERED FOR BREAKFAST

Lloyd George and "Pal" See America

ALL KINDS OF

AT MILK DEPOT

:

I

SAUSAGE CURED AND SALTED MEATS

fllESII FRUITS

SQUARE DEAL MEAT MARKET
ttsascasDoocoascoocooooooooooPOoooooooooooooooococs.
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CEDAR and PINON

VEGETABLES
Airivincj Daily
We Are Now Handling the Celebrated

PUEDLO, COLORADO C2EAD
CEST MADE
Guaranteed Freak and Every Loaf Perfect

Stove Length
05.00 Per Load
N.

LUCES

U

CO.

STAPLE 4ND F4NCY GROCERIES
Prompt DeliTerj

....
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. f.r.nriT. rH!.MJ'.
s Uf..
war sicuncr
ana .(..
that great conflict, sailed into New York
Harbor on hit first trip
here to be accorded a welcome which left the little Scotchman breath- M
to a tour
hi' J"' nd ''ausThter he Is now in Canada
of the united States, when 'great demonttrations will prior
be featured at'
every (top. Shown with him hcr is his " daughter, Megan, his "pal4
of
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and ontantcomptniont'
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WANTED RELIABLE GIRL

Ycul7ail7ant

Wanted reliable girl to keep house
and take care of baby. Particulars apply at Manhattan Cafe.

CAR M A N

GROCER Y

27-3t--

.

FOR RENT Nine room furnbhed
nouse lor rent. Apply at St. Charles
'
Hotel.
tc

,

FOR SALE Folding led. Call at
206 West Aitc Ave.

Attorneys-

10-tf--

FOR RENT: Four-roomodern
.nouse
wttn bath and toilet fixtures,
Apply Peoples Market. '
m

FOR RENT: One
Apply Peoples Market.

house.

FOR RENT: One
Apply Peoples Market

house.

FOR WENT Two-rooply Peoples Market

7--

,.

tf

Sleeping room.

ply at 109 W. Mesa, Two
of Court House.
FOR SALE:

Ap
blocks south

Two cash registers

Gibson Club House.

DENTIST

peom

DRESSMAKING:
Fashionable
dressmaking. Mrs. M. Dunn, corner
Bill and Puerco, at 200.

for sale at a bargain.

Practice in all Courts ol
New Mexico and Arizona

Joe Farrer, at

FURNITURE FOR SALE
Complete . furnishings of four
rooms. Including ivory bedrooms suite, reed living room
suite, an white enamel kitchen
Cabinet, etc.
HOUSE NO. 20
'
( COAL BASIN

IF YOUR ROOF LEAKS

Corner First

8t

and Coal Ave.

C.

A. DANIELS

CARPENTER and BUILDER
Expert Furniture Repairing
-

Will Give Yoa Eight Hours
Work For Eight Hours Pay

JOHN WITT HENDRIX
Pastor of The Methodist Church
Residence 800 3rd Street
Phone No. 288.
At Home in the Study 8 to 11:80 A. M
And 7:00 to 8:80 P. M.
Service At All Honrs.
Your
At
-

H. W. BROSE, M. E.

Architectural

Service In

Connection

"

fe

I

,

Navajo ClankeU

Jewelry

Hepi Pottery
Caskets
VALTZU E. CCLEKO
'
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government of the United State and
the government of Mexico, together
with private owners, as their respec-tive Interests appear. '
Mr. Bigelow's statement follows:
"The inference given out by the
State Tribune that the loan company
was about to close out the stockmen
because it has legal title to the cat- le, was absoluely unfounded.
"While I feel that it is not neces- sary to issue a statement to vindi
cate our directors. I would say that
the deal under discussion, if consummated, would be advantageous to both
the stockmen and to our company,
and I would remark that the inter- ests of the stockmen and of our com- -

el

rear-and-fro- nt

Your

I

J

'

;

o,
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Administrator.

CONTEMPTIBLE
unNothing more unscrupulous, come
ethical or contemptible has ever
to our notice, than the foul libel
of reputable men
against a group under
flaring headwhich appeared
lines in the State Tribune on Satur-

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR
THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT WITHIN AND FOR
THE COUNTY OP McKINLEY AND STATE
OF NEW MEXICO
State of New Mexico, '
day.
Plaintiff.
Throughout the article is the
vs.
No. 2202
'
that the storyii had no
basis of fact but was lounaea en McKinley County Bank, Gallup,
tirelv on rumor. Despite the Tact Mew Mexico,
v
Defendant. ;
that there was yet time to correct
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
the false statements, the attack was
allowed to stand for "the informaWHEREAS, the above named court
. . has
tion of cattlemen and bankers
appointed the undersigned Re. .
." in company with an article feree in the above entitled and numbered cause, and has by order dated
admitting the charges to be untrue.
And this from one who brays con- the 12th day of October, 1923, limited
The New Mexico, Loan Agency of stantly about justice and fair play! the time within which creditors of
the insolvent corporation, The McKinley County Bank, shall present
and make proof before me of their
PRESlDEIfTAL STARTING POSTS
respective claims against the corporation, as hereinafter stated, or failing
TWENTY STATES HOLD PRIMARIES
so to do, such creditors and claimants
shall be barred from participating ia ,
STARTING WITH NEW HAMPSHIRE .
the distribution of the assets of the
"THE" LINE TJF
said insolvent corporation.
April 22.
Pennsylvania,
South Dakota, May 27.
With twentv states operating Pre
Now, Therefore, Notice Is Hereby
West Virginia, May 27,
Given, that the time so limited is
sidential primaries it will not be long
Wisconsin, Tuesday, April 1.
as a fact not more than six months
ninety (90) days from the 12th day
In Florida the Republican party is of October, 1923, and that all credibefore the national candidates will
become known and the dark horses eliminated, the law of the state not tors and claimants shall present and
The first applying to a party not polling 35 per make proof before me of their ressmoked into the paddock.
cent of the total vote in the preced- pective claims against said insolvent,
New
of
that
is
Hampshire
primary
which will be held March 11. North ing general election. Republicans of corporation within the time so limitDakota follows a week later and then Florida, therefore, will hold a conven ed, or failing so to do, shall be forever barred from participating in the
to pick candidates.
the whole system gets into rapid
The unread of the primary system distribution of the assets of said corera tion.
'
Here ia a- list of the states having gives cause for much uneasiness poration.
who
bosses
of
state
number
a
the
with
laws
Dated this 12th day of October,
among
presidential primary
dates for the primary elections of all for years have dominated the politi- 1923, at Gallup, McKinley; County,
cal situation By combinations, dick- State of New Mexico.
parties.
FRANK B. MAPEL,
ers, convention unit rules and- other
Tuesday, May 6.
California,
'
specious practices they have- turned
Referee, P. O. Address,
Florida, Tuesday, June 3.
voice
so
a
of
into
the people
Gallup, New Mexico.
Georgia, to be fixed by state com- the wish
still and small that it is not heard (2085)
mittees.
threatened
even in a whisper. The
First Pub. Oct. 20.
Illinois, Tuesday, April 8.
endinir of such Dower naturally is not Last Pub. Nov. 10.
Indiana, Tuesday, May 6.
too pleasing. In brief the presidential
Maryland, Monday, May 5.
primary takes the crooked boss out
Massachusetts, April 29.
of authority and restores the right of EN LA CORTE DEL DISTRICTO
Michigan, Monday, April 7.
TOR EL PRIMER DISTRICTO
franchise to the people. If the priMontana, Tuesday, May 27.
JUDICIAL DENTRO DEL
to
appreany
16.
expands
mary system
Nebraska, Tuesday, April
CON DA DO DE McKINLEY
ciable extent the country newspapers
New Jersey, Tuesday, Aprill 22.
Y EL ESTADO DE NUEVO
alone, voicing the wish of more than
New Hampshie, March 11.
MEXICO
60,000,000 of the American people
North, Coralina, June 7.
will render it impossible to crush pop- ESTADO DE NUEVO MEXICO,
North Dakota, March 18.
Demandante.
ular demand in the machinery of par
Ohio, Tuesday, April 29.
vs.
16.
chicanery when it happens to exist,
ty
May
Oregon, Friday,
McKinley County Bank, Gallup,

Worry

GAUD?

Pub. Sept. 29
Pub. Oct 27

THE PROBATE COURT WITH
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
OF McKINLEY AND STATE
OF NEW MEXICO
In the matter of the
Estate of' Rocco De
No. 259
Giannandonio, otherwise
known as Rocco Di Giannan-tonideceased.
NOTICE
Notice Is Hereby Given, that the
undesigned has been appointed
mlnirtrator of the estate of Rocco De
otherwise known as
Giannandonio,
Rocco Di Giannantonio deceased, and
that all persons having claims against
said estate and said decedent will pre
sent tnem within the time and manner prescribed by law.
JOHN GREGORIO,

er
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organization.
2. Launching of the Flint Institute
of Technology with a special Buick
HERMAN W. ATKINS
instruction course, sponsored by the
Buick lactory,
ATTORNEY AND
3. Announcement of the comple
tion of the new Buick branch at Jack. COUNSELLOR AT LAW
sonville, Fla., intended primarily as a
Florida home for the thousands of
Buick cars driven there by tourists
Officet
Page Building
from all parts of the United States
during the winter.
V
It' is conceded that these three en
Mexico
New
Gallup
terprises are original with Buick and
of exceeding significance to Buick
Rarh amnlifiea materfallv
nwrutnt.
the scope and efficiency oi the Buick
authorized service policy.
The new and commodious Buick re
tail establishment will be a -clearing
J. W. CHAPMAN,
house for the best sales and- service
ATTORNEY AT LAW
ideas that spring from the thousands
of Buick branches, distributing nouses
PHONE 266
and agencies that dot the United
State from coast to coast. Ltfcai
6
.
Booms
Page BniWing.
Buick representatives visiting Flint
New Mexico
hereafter, will not only derive the
Gallop,
benefit of a trip through the lactory.
but will enjoy the additional advantage of absorbing the best in retail
sales and service management, in
short, this will serve as a school well
worth the attendance sf Buick men
from everywhere.
The oDenine? of the Flint Institute
of Technology has brought to Flint
several huncueds of young mechanics,
402 WEST COAL AVENUE
undoubtedly influenced to a degree by
PHONE 240
,
the low rate of tuition made possible
by the patronage of the school by
The thought that
Buick company.
nromnted the Buick mangaement to
Rooms By Dsy or Month
support this project was a
STEAM HEAT
one, going to the very heart of the
nation-wid- e
authorized Buick service
BATH
SHOWER
TUB AND
plan. Jt will make far greater skill
in the servicing of Buick cars.
The Institute has students enrolled
from all parts of the United States The ocean's wet, the
sky as yet is no
and anticipates a constant increase in
EDMUND R. FRENCH
to
safe
go.
place
'
future classes, which are formed on
":;;V7 Lawyer V
the 10th of each month. The school- - The man who organizes men to make
the Buick crop,
Member Bar; Supreme Court Ualtec occupies an entire floor of the new
all
the speed sane drivers need
the
With
bank
Industrial
building,
Savings
States, Supreme Court of New '
brakes to
Mexico.
(and
largest down town structure in Flint
...
'ston.l
of regular
to
a
addition
In
faculty
Office:
206 Coal Avenue.
instructors in ail branches oi auto Receives the general applause and
motive engineering and business man
gratitude of flint;
vital
agement, a staff of lecturers from the His plans and schemes bringmind
a
streams, we find his
Buick Executive Staff, contributes its
mint
services to the cause. The factory
DR. PAUL H. BENNETT ha alio leaned to the school chesses
Since Flint began to build the car and
and machinery of the most
DENTIST
Buick build the town.
character. Students have access both
Each year he beats his last year's par,
Office .wWura Building
to the Buick plant and to the nwaei
'
'
lor notning noma mm uown.
retail huildine. '
New Mexico
Gallup
of a factory The progress of the industry and proThe inaua-aratioduct which it makes
branch in Florida is a bright concep
tion. I will insure Buick owners Implies by force of logic those new
front-whebrakes,
mntnrinir to Jacksonville the inter
ested courtesy an attention of direct For with increased momentum Basset gives it day by day.
representatives, which will
Your factory
act obviously to their great advant Without that stunt of
Wafjon
the town might run away.
age. J. JS. sewaru, zor ten years wun
Relieves
the Buick and recently Assistant
to
Manager of the Indianapolis branch, Althought his Buick offers work
,
multitudes of guys,
has been appointed Manager of the
Jacksonville enterprise, ana len mis He trails his golf balls on the links in
Our. work is quality work week
search for exercise;
to assume his new duties.
cracker jack
In the Flint Daily Journal of re- And thought the car's a or
STEAL
to whizi or glide
fly,
cent date Arthur Brooks Baker pays
the following tribute in verse to Har- He Jogs upon a horse's back as in the
ry H. Basset, President of the Buick days gone by.
It is indeed a xunny worm wna many
Motor Company:
on
;
ride
world
.must
The
jars and shake.
vMaa.
worthy
too But if the curves get on your nerves
wheels, for feet
four-whebrake.
remember
slow.
far-sight-

of

lished the remarks of H. V. Watson, eAilr nni4 A ffrinlfr urnl t .sum pnmnnnv
chairman of the New Mexico Loan 'was submitted to sell the cattle it is
Agency of the war finance corpora- - erazinir in Mexico, provided the ori
tion, which showed that the only part.Kinai owners of the cattle give their
of the article appearing in the col consent. This deal is held in abeyumns of the offending newspaper that ance pending the receipt of the opin-in- n
had any right to public attention, was
nf the owner n to whether or
the statement contained in an apolo- - not they wi8h to sell the cattle. The
o
the longer article, Livestock and Agricultural Loan com- preamble
" pany is oi me opinion inai, "unouK "
poration and others involved in the conditions in Mexico are tranquil, the
cattle deal under review had acted owner8 0f the cattle may decide to
gen in oraer io euinumMj cajiciido m
For Monday's publication the Morn - any element of risk, and as the pnce
ing Journal ecured a statement from they would obtain for their cattle is
c. E. Bigelow, secretary-treasurof attractive, arid more than they could
the Uvestock and Agricultural Loan, expect to receive in the United States.
company, which shared the attack, They also feel that a sale of this kind (2086)
made by innuendo and conjecture, up- - would increase the value of the cattle First Pub. Oct. 20.
on the three parties that have a cattle! on the home ranges."
Last Pub. Nov. 10.
deal under consideration between the

four-whe-

GENERAL ENGINEERING
PRACTICE

-

"""""j'

1. Opening in this city of a new re
tail sales and service station intended
as a model for the entire Buick field

.

'

LlATiVZ

u!I

"T

FLINT, Mich., Oct 26. While the
sensational breaking of production
and sales records may be the domin- ant subject of discussion wherever
the name Buick is mentioned elsewhere, it does not dwarf in local conversation certain other uniaue activi- wea oi mis Dig organisation.
For Buick, aside from the fact that
it embodies in its personnel and their
uepenuenia, more man nau oi me
population of this city of 130.000. is
continually doing things to bring
Flint more prominently into the limelight This is brought particularly
to mind by three current ventures,

CURTISS HOTEL

4

I'JbuiWing Saturday the twentieth. In
regular course of business a great IN
it un the
many matters pertaining to livestock
warranted and malicious.
loans were discussed, among other
Sunday the Morning Journal pub matters a proposition from the Live- -

s

16-1-
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source of the attack, providing

A Sensation

An- -

house.

m

;

FOR RENT

tiZrrti

Four-Whe- el

- At-La- w

DR. M. M. ELLISON

FOR RENT: Five room, modern
house, dose in, on paved street, ample
Rent reasonable. Apeutbuidinrs.
ply McKinley County Bank.
.

Buick

RUIZ&OVERSON

W

year Proof, to establish claim to the'
land above described, before U. 3.
Commissioner, at Seboyeta, N. M., on
te 15th., day of November, 1923.
STATE TRIDUNE UBELS EOARD
Claimant names as witnesses:
Desiderio Trujillo. of Seboyeta, N.
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL PRESENTS TRUTH
M.; Serafin Jaramillo, of Seboyeta,
N.
Padilla. of Seboyeta,
the war finance corporation. has is- - N. M.; Amada
OFFICIAL VERSION
'
M.j Bidacio Martines, of San
the attack made last
Following
Mateo, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE,
Saturday by an evening paper on thelD5Lmllciou
Resistor.
(2050)
finance
I
cor- the

CRANBERRIES
MINCE MEAT
NEW NUTS
CITRON AND PEELS

was.

.
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New Mexico.
El Demandado.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR NOTICIA A LOS ACREEDORES
POR LO TANTO QUE la antedicha
U. S. Land Office at Santa re, n. n.
'
.
ha nombrado a el
Sept. 27, 1923 nombrada CorteARBITRADOR
en la
Notice is hereby given that Fidel abajo firmado,
Romero, of Grants, N. M., who, on arriba intitulada y causa enumerada,
el dia
February 16, 1921, made Stock Rais- y ha actuado por orden fechado
1923, 1'miUdo el
ing Homestead entry, No. 034387, for 12 de Octubre,
All of Section 14, Township 14 N., tiempo dentro cual los acreedores, de
Range 10 W., N. W. P. Meridian, has la corporacion insolvente. Del Banco
filed notice of intention to make three McKinly County, Debera presenter y
ante ml d e sus
year Proof, to establish claim to the hacer prueba
land above aescnoea, neiore v. a. respectivos reclamos en contra de la
como antedicho expli-cadCommissioner, at Grants, N. M., on corporacion,
al faltar de hacer esto, semejan-te- s
the 15th day of November, .1929. .
acreedores o reclamantes, no
Claimant names as witnesses:
'
Garcia y seran merecedores de participar en su
Nicolas Maestas, Julia
distribution del Capital de la dicha
Gandearia, Juan Garcia, Oliveras
corporacion insolvente.
all of Bluewater, N. M.
AHUKA SEPAN QUE SE DA
M.
A.
BERGERE,
NOTICIA, de que el tiempo y limite
Register.
es noventa (90) dias deeds el dia IX
(2049)
de Octubre, 1923, y que todo acrecdor
o reclamante debe de presenter y .
First Pub. Sept. 29.
Last Pub. Oct 27,
hacer prueba ante mi de sus respectivos reclamos encontra de la Con
poracion insolvente dentro el tiempo
y limite, Al faltar de hacer esto para
somas
sera proveidos de participar
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR siempre
en la distribucion de los Capitate de
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. la dicba corporacion.
September 27, 1823 ' FECHADA este dia 12 de Octubre.
n.ii...
Notice is hereby given that Tran- - moo
quilino Padilla, of Seboyeta, N. M., ley, Estado de Nuevo Mexico.
KANK B. MArUC,
who, oil December 20, 1918, made
AESITRADOR
Homestead entry. No. 03$846V ior
Apartado Co.
N2H, Paction 12, Township 15 R,
Gallup,
Range vW N. M. P. IlerUUn, ha
New litsko.
filed notice of intention to male dree
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
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aaa told tiat In iZx .t
for etirr-'-'-- J
show hUi
arUs'J
he does. . Out of each ay-t- en
do not come,''
It Is gsfceraHy Caropt that la ccplel
I know we came from Europe, are
ropsana. but wo bars, ourselves
now, an accoropllaoment of oar own,
and until recently, when there la a
rather senseless copying of the ex tarsal or colonial ataff, we never cast our
eyes on oar own things. The bnJld'.O
of value we had we hive been careless
of. Think of dumping that post offlce
where It rains the appearance of- - our
lovely city ball I Think of the eevags
and senseless destruction of Bt John's
chapel of Trinity parish, with Ita

I

cr
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tj

of

On account

Um

America
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Legion Carnival for nest week,
there will be no shows it tke

week. '

duria next

Res

If a Rmnbrleht. of Lalsvett.

is the ahamplon Judge of bogs
iiMriM. in the National

Ilad,

Moaday might, Oct, 39, wia
Im oar lMt skew for the week.

iM

Mhow and competition
ho Morsd 8C8J out of

Ws wCl shew Monday aJght

we date alreey contracted
for pictures fet that date.
Beginning with Sunday, Nov.
win

4, we

i tart

oar Weekly

Pro-Ti-

yb 4i8e,

m,

with

dUMPlNo

"SALOMY JANE"
will

this

appreciate

part

w

a

poes- -.e

s lot o

ip,

AT COAICtWlOM

tew

--1

w

arrange-

It is a sacrifice on oar
for the benefit of the Am-

R. Johnson of Taeoma,
Francis
Wash., who is the honor man of the
1923 graduating class of the United
Statu Military Academy at West
Point, N. V.

erican Legion.

We copy the old things. We do sot
seek to develop the artistic spirit that
made nearly everything it touched a
thing of delight and beauty. I think It
was Mr, Lay who first pointed oat what
so few realise, that the New England
town la the only town anywhere originally bollt on a plan, the only town
made with a design, the only town
with a feeling for form Instinct In Itsi
very bones. .
We rave about Italian villages and
never see the quality of our native
towns. I don't believe In the American
eagle screaming, but there Is no reason why he should spend bis time sit
ting on foreign eggs In the attempt to
hatch out what are always foreign
birds, while so often the eggs have
proved to be nothing but china some1
what devoid of life.

DR. GEORGE HEIM

REX THEATRE
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KNEW ALL ABOUT THEM

-

C1A

WVWfjW
Btmty-

Hanrl-

,

KnniittnCflv:
Bl- -r

.

-

"Yen, I've seen a lotta good actors in
my day. Once 1 knew an actor, who
could read a restaurant menu cam
and make his audience weep."
Young Comedian: "Oh, I know how
he did it He didn't read anything but
ue prices.
READ FAST AND REPEAT
Mwa
Nnr YirV randv
manfoeturer la now marketinc a new
product, called "Snow Bananas."
Customer: ".Have you any oi mat
new candy?"
Candy Man (Mow read xasi;:'
"Yes.we hsve snow bananas."
a.

TtnA

THE ARMY STORE

good, eh!

Pretty

HAPPY ENDING
Krhnnl
Teacher: "Now.
Willie, what was your 'good' act for
the week 7 Wno did you mane napA

GOLDEN PURITY

BUTTER

Simrfjiv

py

t"

"Mv Aunt Carie. I went
to see her and ahe was happy when
I left.''

Willi

SOLD ON ITS MERIT

-

WHAT IS WRONG WITH THIS
Reasonable.
SENTENCE?
I
SY
miA
wion nf th
Vtllajce Doctor .(to old elder) But
a
of
umirklnabave
iovouslv. "I am clad
Saunders,
drop
you'll
ore!,
to see winter coming again, I Just
something before you go?
Saondero No, thank ye, doctor, LOVE to shovel snow." . .

Tvt three

good

reasons for refusing

First, I'm chairman
hospitality.
4 ths local temperance society; second, rm Just gaelng Ue a kirk meet

your

mg. tad third, I've Just had

one.

o

.

Rsgrosda Arrayed to
Wreck Her Busing
5

' FINICKY MAN

niiur. "Waiter, there is a hair in
thla knnv at leait. I've found the

mun,

thla p cream haa been
frosen'with SHAVED ice; while this
apple-saula impossioie maoe wm
BALD-win- s,
you anow.
rnnwnRn BOTTLES
lAr.' - u1mA here. Mr.on Milkman.
the milk
There never is any cream
M
nil

ce

m

mam

Mllkman:

i

iaay,

w-- nt

vo

give yoa full measure and I guess I
fill them bottles so full there ain't no
room for the cream."

MAGNETIC MABEL'S MAIL
Mabel: In my country a lady
would not think of showing her lace
in public. This is good, My lather,
a just and good man, haa many wives.
Here you lock a man up for protect
inis in Daa.
ing many fair women,
What is GOOD and what is BAD?

Dear

ABOU MAHOMET
Dear Abou: I. too. have won
dered why a man should be consider

Tar.

Miss

Helen Scbults,

24,

of Maaos

la

single-hande-
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C
IHSS3.E2 of sUte dc;::
had pot up a surety kond of $19C3
and personal lands cf flSD,CC, tie
latter oiined ty Jola XT. ros,h- now
of tts
and lato ii-;- jt
cf Seersox
J. W. Eaea arJ B. 8.
of the defunct Dana, i&e vaiue
personal securities was hotly dpbatod
in tiie last session of the tegtolatmra.
soon
It looks like the aUU wooW
whether tie?
k nk4Mi .TMrk-- can n safe substitute far surety bonds.

t,

fil

Lord Here of Romance.
The fame of Lord Richard ("Dick")
Wblttlngtoa, who la the latter part of
the Fourteenth snd early part Of the
Fifteenth centuries was Mayor of
London, is due mainly to the popular
romance of which he became the hero.
n
According to this legend, the lad
went to London and found employment as a scullion. To ths freight
of an outgoing vessel be contributed
his eat which wu sold for s large sum
ta Barbery, When the ship returned
to London he heard the Bowbella
sounding, calling htm to the future
mayorship. He received the price of
his catr married his lady fair; and,
living happily, rose to the honored post
There Is, however, no
of mayor.
foundation for this tule, nor for the
accounta of his being made a knight
and of bis burning the king's bonds
for large sums due hire. ,
.

Whit-tlngto-

An excellent new portrait of Mrs.
Calvin Coolidge, wife of our 30th
President, and now first lady of the
land. Across the back of this picture she wrote "Approved."

Devices In Um Today Are Based on
game. Principle as That Worked
Out by Frenchman.
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change.:-

A Regular Teller.

cash a check
at a bank operated by members of bis
A colored man

a

tr

)

rocov,

B)

went

c

sgo.",
f'Sli months ago I"
,

a

'

I'

to

own race.
-Man," aatd the teller, "you ain't got
no money In dls yere bank."
"Yes, Ah Is," Insisted ths other. "Ah
put ten . dollabs in yere six months

w

,

i

tOConwf trjpvwewn

x--

C ."-

V7ALT0I1 OUSTED
Blgnal by Invialble Light
The use of invisible light for signaling In warfare has been demonstrated
The third centennial of the birth of before the Physical society of London
Blaise Pascal, "one of the Intellectual by an expert in such matters. Accordsummits of humanity," was recently ing to the reports, the first
S U PRE M E
OKLAHOMA
celebrated in France. Pascal was as shown waa a signaling lamp thai gave
mew
In
admirable writer, a penetrating philos- a beam of light so narrow that
COV-lN- Q
A3
WALTON
- would
IKSITS
Insure
It
drcumatances
Hs
many
scientist.
opher, and a marvelous
died at the sgs of thirty nine.
TlwA?P2ATp
When It becomes desirable to avoid
Pascal Is said to bavs boon the first
OKLAHOllA CITY, Okla, Oct 23.
man who ever made s counting ma- showing any light whatever filters are
Lieutenant Governor M. E. TraRK
out
visible
specthe
cut
to
and
employed
chine that would work perfectly
declared acting governor of
waa
d
transdeep-refilter,
accurately. It waa then a very dif- trum. By day a
Oklahoma in a decision of the state
ficult and complicated thing to count mitting only the extreme red rays of
court lato ' today, nuking?
as the declmsl monetary system hsd light la placed In front of the lamp. supremo
a writ of jrohibitloa
permanent
observer
Is
to
Invisible
ths
The
light
not yet been Invented.
Governor J. C. Walton and
against
to
Young Blaise undertook to keep his unless he has s similar
District Judge Tom G. Chambers, Br ;
father accounts. It was then that hs cut out the daylight With the screen which restrains them from interferconceived the Idea of making a count- be can see enough to read signals at a ing with the lieutenant governor's as
of" six miles. By night a
ing machine, says the Detroit News distance
sumption Ox US OII1CO.
The decision sustains a reaohrtior
He worked on It ten yean. As there screen is used that transmits only the
rays of light
was no gear system Is those dsys hi ultra-violadopted by the state senate suspendwas obliged to make all his pieces
ing Governor Walton during his impeachment trial, and nullifies an inhimself out of Mocks of metal, flllni
Monk an Early Aviator.
obtained by ths governor to
junction
them to the right shape and sise. He
et
as
the reign
As far back
King
court which would
overcame all difficulties and obtained Harold It Is recorded that a monk of Judge Chambers'
ths
lieutenant' gover
have
prevented
a simple machine which made It pos- Malmeebury
named Ellmer, made nor from
governor. .
acting
becoming
Dr. George Helm, Idol ef the la
sible to make very complicated cal short glides In ths air. Emboldened
"Uncalled
the
and
varlan farmers
culations. All counting machines used
to induce an "ancient
by the success of these attempts, bs on
As a
crowned King of Bavaria.' Is openly
based on this same prin ..one occasion threw himself from the member plan
are
today
of the race to "join church"
Hia nsms
advocating a monarchy.
ciple.
top of a lofty tower, having first fixed at a colored revival meeting in th
frequently hss been connected with
on a pair of large wlnga, and skimmed South, hs was told that there would
ef
secession
an
intended
reports about
off
Tree.
ths
through the air for more thaa a fur-- , be no "white folks" in ths heaven to
mem
Prayer
Bavaria from the Reich. He la a
a
traveler
tree
a
long, when he. encountered a cross which he would ascend. .
la Portugal
Upon
bar of the Bavarian landtag and be
or possibly an "air pocket"
current
"Den Ah sho' "huff don' want -.
t
this
road
appeal
psrty.
Bsvarlan
ts
People's
the
lenge
aingo dere," ho replied. ,wEfen oy hebTe who pass by sad would raise and fell suddenly to earth, breaking
-.
should gwine to bo no white folks in
It
Be
himself,
his
both
legs.
ore
barken
you
your hand sgalnot ma,
ac- ben, Ah'd bo onten a Job all do time.
his
of
cause
sscribed
the
be
added,
harm nee. ;
, All education is not practical. Many
ef his havI am the host of your hearth ea cident to tbroireomstsaces
a many "makes" a half doses college
fit on a tall" for the
Intolerance is ths only sura sign of
to
neglected
ing
the cold winter nignta
- '
himself.
,
ignorance.
of
balancing
degrees only to discover that he cant
purpose
The friendly shade screening you
make a living. (
from the summer son.
And my fruits ore refreshing drafts.
Cousia of
Drivfa; a Ttxlctb
ed a criminal for housing and feeding tusachlng your thirst as you journey
a counle dozen napless- - females. on." '
I am the beam that holds your
Seems to me he should be decorated
for conspicuous bravery. For myself, house, the board of your table, the
I've never been able to get any kino bed you He on, the Umber that builds
of succor without either paying a com
your boat
mission or a retainer's fee. I cannot
I am the handle of your ho, your
mod
for
scream any admiration
your
door, the wood of your cradle and
estv a la vieled face, but I do bare coffin.
mv head in deepest admiration for
Ye who pass me by listen to my
your women in their cleverness in get- prayer i.JHartn me notl
KJJ
ting a man to support them by the
gross, whereas it takes a gross of us
These' Watchee Rtal Antlquea.
over here to support one man. Tain't
A watch that Is 200 years old has
right, Ab, tain't right-MAB- EL
every right to be called an antique.
But a watch that was an antique at
the time of the French revolution and
was well past the century mark when
Oi
Louis XIV was adorning himself In
cousin
first
and
of millionaire
Harvard
Tuck
Amos
French,
graduate
satins, silks and velvets, that watch
Wm. H. VanderhUt, Is driving a taxtcab In New York. Ho went broke
of
sense
In
la
an
every
today
antique
the word. Two such watches are
owned by a man la Newark, N. J,
-They are French watches and both
about 800 years old. When the Pilgrims set sail for America thoae timepieces were ticking away In French
wsistcoats, perhaps the pride of some
village innkeeper of affluence'. Ex-
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Wedding Bells Ring At Last

!

Dentins
City,
four powerful railroads which op
poss a renewal of her permit to operate auto bases oat of her town.
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PEOPLE TRADE AT

MACHINE

PASCAL'S COUNTING

GARRETT ft GARRETT, Mgra.

THERE'S A REASON WHY
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the harvester, after walttg at Us chores str-r-ml
Eokor, Assarican girt tonwi fcis aTaetiore to lljt
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.HOT LIMEADE

,

,

HOT PHOSPHATES

HOT MALTED MILKS
V
" BOUILLON
COFFEE

At

"'

Very Herolo.
Maud Major, io It true that' ones
durlug the war one of the enemy died
to save your life?
Maj. Bluntly-T- ee.
Uaud How noble I How- - did it bsp
pen?
s
tfaj. Eluntly I killed him. Per-gosWeekly.
-

HOT LEMONADE

HOT CHOCOLATE

.

,

VmLm m&i besaty, sei
Boras ks wu as ktrr."

THESE COLD DAYS

"Laws cullud- - man, don't
pityingly.
you know do Inf rust done et dat up
long ago."f

:

--

the teller

FO

5IS;CAfOT SEE?
(ALL

TII2 Tl'Z)

